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Introduction & Project Overview

2. Introduction & Project Overview
2.1

Introduction

Transource Energy, LLC (“Transource”) submits this proposal (the “Proposal”) to PJM
Interconnection, LLC (“PJM”) in response to the Regional Transmission Expansion Plan (RTEP) “Artificial
Island Proposal Window,” which requests technical solution alternatives to improve operational
performance in Southern New Jersey and surrounding areas, commonly referred to as the “Artificial
Island Area.”
Transource was specifically formed as a joint venture between subsidiaries of American Electric
Power Company (“AEP”) and Great Plains Energy Incorporated (“GPE”) to participate in competitive
processes for transmission development and to provide benefits to transmission customers through the
planning, construction and ownership of high quality, low cost transmission infrastructure.
Transource has collaborated with Burns & McDonnell, a nationally recognized leader in
infrastructure design and construction, in the development of this Proposal. Burns & McDonnell has
worked with Transource to provide the cost estimate and the constructability analysis contained in this
Proposal. PJM can have confidence knowing that this key information was provided by Burns &
McDonnell, a firm that brings a wealth of knowledge and experience executing transmission projects in
the region surrounding the Artificial Island Area.

2.2

Who We Are

2.2.1 Transource Energy, LLC
Transource was formed to pursue the development of competitive transmission projects in
marketplaces initiated by the implementation of FERC Order No. 1000. AEP owns 86.5% of Transource,
and GPE owns 13.5%. The combined strengths of AEP and GPE in engineering, project management,
procurement, project development, construction, operation and maintenance are expected to bring to
bear effective and efficient delivery of transmission solutions that benefit transmission customers.
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Figure 2-1 Summary of Transource Ownership Structure

Transource is currently developing two Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”) approved transmission
projects in the state of Missouri through its subsidiary Transource Missouri LLC (“Transource Missouri”).
The Iatan-Nashua 345 kV transmission project is currently under construction, and the Sibley-Nebraska
City 345 kV transmission project is currently in the engineering and design phase.. Transource received
approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) of a formula rate and certain
incentives for Transource Missouri in FERC Docket No. ER12-2554. In addition, Transource Missouri is
awaiting Missouri Public Service Commission approval of a settlement filed in File No. EA-2013-0098 for
a line Certificate of Convenience and Necessity to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain these
two projects.
Transource submitted an application seeking pre-qualification under section 1.5.8 (a) of the PJM
Operating Agreement as part of the document submitted to PJM on April 29, 2013, entitled PreQualification Application of American Electric Power and Certain Affiliates.
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Figure 2-2 provides a snapshot of the states in which Transource’s owners, AEP and GPE,
currently own or are developing transmission assets.

Figure 2-2 Combined Transmission Presence

2.2.2 American Electric Power Company
AEP is one of the largest electric utility holding companies in the United States. AEP is
headquartered in Columbus, Ohio. AEP delivers electricity to more than five million customers in eleven
states. AEP operating utilities provide service to retail and wholesale customers in Arkansas, Indiana,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia. AEP
directly or indirectly serves about 10% of the electricity demand in the Eastern Interconnection and
approximately 11% of the electricity demand in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas region.
AEP owns, operates and maintains the largest transmission system in the United States, across
the widest spectrum of voltage classes, with $8.6 billion in transmission assets in 2012. This is forecasted
to grow to more than $11 billion by 2015. This 39,000-mile network includes more 765 kV Extra High
Voltage transmission lines than all other U.S. transmission systems combined. Currently, AEP has more
than 600 Baseline projects, Supplemental projects and Network upgrades in the Regional Transmission
Expansion Plan in various stages of planning and construction. AEP has transferred functional control of
its transmission facilities to PJM, SPP and ERCOT within their respective regions. Please see Attachment
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1, “2012 AEP Transmission Outlook Summary Report,” for additional information about AEP’s
transmission business.
The entire AEP transmission system is planned and operated on an integrated basis through the
coordinated efforts of the AEP Transmission Department (“AEP Transmission”), a business unit of
American Electric Power Service Corporation. AEP Transmission coordinates all development and
operational aspects, including engineering, project management, design, development, rights-of-way
(“ROW”) acquisition, construction, operation and maintenance, of AEP’s transmission business on behalf
of its utility operating companies and transmission companies.
AEP has pioneered new approaches for the development of large transmission projects, both
inside and outside its traditional service territory, and achieved the necessary regulatory approvals to
make these new approaches a reality. AEP has successfully partnered with numerous other
transmission owners on various joint ventures, including MidAmerican, Westar, Exelon and Duke.. In
addition, AEP has formed and gained state regulatory approval of new transmission-only companies
(“Transcos”) in several states. These companies complement AEP’s vertically integrated utility
subsidiaries by owning and operating large, new projects on AEP’s transmission system. Transource and
its wholesale transmission customers will benefit from AEP’s proven expertise in securing regulatory
approvals at both the FERC and state-levels in the development of competitive transmission projects.

2.2.3 Great Plains Energy Incorporated
GPE is the holding company of Kansas City Power & Light and Greater Missouri Operations
(“GMO”), two of the leading regulated providers of electricity in the Midwest serving more than 823,000
customers in Kansas and Missouri. GPE is headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri. GPE has a strong
history for enhancing and investing in its core business and new strategic growth opportunities in order
to provide customers with reliable and effective electric service. Through these investments and
strategic initiatives, GPE has doubled its rate base investments over the last several years. GPE is a
significant transmission owning company and one of the largest transmission owning members of the
SPP; GPE operating companies own over 2,600 miles of transmission lines operating at voltages up to
and including 345 kV. Kansas City Power & Light and GMO are SPP members and have transferred
functional control of their transmission facilities to SPP. GPE has maintained a lead role in transmission
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policy and regulatory affairs, both at the federal level and within the Regional Transmission
Organizations stakeholder processes.

2.3

The Proposed Project

Transource proposes a new eight-mile 230 kV transmission line (see Figure 2-3) between the
Salem nuclear generating facility and the existing Cedar Creek station (hereafter referred to as the
“Salem to Cedar Creek Project” or the “Project”). The proposed eight-mile line would consist of
approximately 2.7 miles of overhead line and approximately 5.7 miles of underwater line for the
crossing of the Delaware Bay. In addition, Transource proposes to install two new 500/230 kV 900 MVA
transformers near Salem and connect the existing Red Lion to Cartanza 230 kV transmission line to the
Cedar Creek station.
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Figure 2-3 Proposed Salem to Cedar Creek Project Route

Transource, in collaboration with Burns & McDonnell, has undertaken extensive project
development work to determine project constructability, preliminary cost estimates and a construction
schedule. Transource estimates that the Project can be placed into service in 2017 at a capital cost of
$213 to $269 million. This estimated cost includes all components of the Project, including those that
may be considered as “upgrades” by PJM. Please see Attachment 2, “Salem – Cedar Creek Transmission
Project Conceptual Study,” prepared by Burns & McDonnell, for additional detail regarding the project
schedule and capital cost estimate.
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2.4

The Value Proposition

The Salem to Cedar Creek Project will provide significant value to electric customers in the
Artificial Island Area and the surrounding region based on the following factors:
•

The Project fully addresses each of the identified operational performance issues. As
discussed in more detail below, the Project completely addresses the operational and
performance issues identified by PJM, thus enabling electric customers to realize the full value
of the low cost generation output of the two nuclear facilities.

•

The Project is highly efficient and cost effective. The estimated cost of the Project is $213 to
$269 million. The innovative use of underwater 230 kV technology drives cost effectiveness by
reducing the length of the new line segment using proven technologies. Cost effectiveness is
further reinforced by procurement advantages from the size of AEP and GPE.

•

The Project is constructible. The Project only requires a total of 8.4 miles of ROW. In
addition, Attachment 2 of this Proposal includes a Project Conceptual Study by Burns &
McDonnell that concludes the Project is feasible.

•

The Project minimizes the visual and land-use impact. Only 2.7 miles of the Project is
overhead transmission line.

•

Transource brings the necessary technical, financial and operational capabilities to execute
the Project.

This Proposal presents a clear plan for all aspects of making the Project successful from the time of
the designation from PJM through the useful life of the facilities.

2.5

Summary of Operational Benefits

Transource has conducted a thorough analysis of the PJM operational performance in the
Artificial Island Area following the problem statement and requirements described in the document
provided by PJM, entitled PJM RTEP – Artificial Island Area Proposal Window - Problem Statement &
Requirements Document. This Proposal demonstrates that the Project is successful in fully addressing
each of the identified operational performance issues in a highly efficient and low cost manner.
Specifically, the Project provides the following operational benefits summarized in Table 2-1.
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Operational Issue

Operational Benefits of the Salem to Cedar Creek Project

Allow for Generation of
Maximum MW Output
& Maintain PJM System
Operating Limits

• Allows all units to generate at full MW output under all baseline and all N1 outage conditions of 500 kV transmission lines in the Artificial Island
Area
• Enables a single voltage schedule for the plants, rather than the complex
set of reactive schedules that are in place today
• Eliminates impacts from Power System Stabilizer outages
• Mitigates all voltage magnitude and deviation violations for NERC
Category B and C contingencies at full MW output; voltage deviations are
reduced by as much as 9% and voltage magnitudes improved by as much
as 8% under worst-case contingencies, thus enhancing the system voltage
performance

Improve Artificial Island
Stability

• Ensures units remain stable for all credible system conditions, maintaining
an initial voltage swing above 0.7 p.u. and damping greater than 3% for all
dynamic performance measures

Reduce Operational
Complexity

• Eliminates the need for the Artificial Island Operating Guide (“AIOG”),
significantly reducing the complexity of plant and transmission system
operations
• Ensures voltage profile remains within prescribed boundaries and
facilitates use of a single voltage schedule

Additional System
Benefits

• Reduces the power angle differential across various areas of the
transmission system in reference to Artificial Island, thus improving
system stability and power flow efficiency
• Reduces loading on several 230 kV lines in the area without introducing
any additional thermal violations
• Improves reliability by providing an additional source into Delaware,
which today is largely isolated from the rest of PJM

Table 2-1 Summary of Operational Benefits
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2.6

Summary of Project Schedule

Figure 2-4 depicts a timeline of major project elements.
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Activity
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Transmission Owner Regulatory Approvals
Routing
Siting Applications and Approval
Right-of-Entry
Survey
Land Acquisition
Transmission Line Design *
Substation Design *
Environmental Studies
Permitting
Procurement of Submarine Cable
Procurement of Transmission Materials & Contractor
Procurement of Substation Materials & Contractor
Line Construction
Substation Construction
Energize Line
•
* Some preliminary engineering will be necessary to support siting applications and approval activity.

Figure 2-4 Summary of Project Schedule

2.7

Summary of Project Development Plan

Transource anticipates executing the Project, subject to final categorization by PJM with respect
to components of the Project considered “upgrades,” in collaboration with a qualified, competitive
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (“EPC”) service provider (“EPC Service Provider”). This
engagement will have the flexibility to leverage AEP’s procurement advantages based on its significant
scale to achieve a low cost of materials, to the benefit of wholesale transmission customers. In addition,
Transource expects to work with the selected EPC Service Provider, or other qualified service providers,
on other critical services necessary to deliver the Project on time and on budget, including permitting,
siting, environmental and ROW acquisition.
Transource will also rely on the experienced resources of AEP and GPE to execute this project
development plan. AEP has successfully implemented many projects utilizing third party resources; for
example, AEP is currently using a similar EPC approach to implement its complex Competitive
Renewable Energy Zones (“CREZ”) projects in Texas for its Electric Transmission Texas, LLC (“ETT”)
subsidiary. The ETT portion of CREZ consists of the siting and construction of over 465 miles of 345 KV
lines and 16 associated stations with a total project cost of approximately $1.5 billion. In addition, AEP
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has used a third party approach to implement numerous line and station projects in the Corpus Christi,
Texas area with complex schedule and coordination requirements. Currently, AEP utilizes third party
engineering services to engineer about half of its capital project portfolio on an annual basis. As part of
its business practices, AEP oversees third party contractors to ensure that projects are implemented
safely, on-time and within budget.
As stated earlier, Burns & McDonnell assisted Transource in the development of this Proposal
and has expressed strong interest in competing to be the EPC Service provider selected for the Project.
In addition, Burns & McDonnell has significant experience in underwater-line transmission projects and
in executing projects in the geographic area of Eastern PJM, particularly New Jersey. In this context,
information about Burns & McDonnell’s capabilities and experiences is included in Appendix A of this
Proposal. This material should not be interpreted as a contractual commitment, as Transource will take
all appropriate steps to ensure that transmission customers benefit from competitively priced EPC
services.

2.8

Summary of Ownership & Regulatory Plans

Transource expects to form two new subsidiaries to own the Salem to Cedar Creek Project in
their respective states: Transource New Jersey, LLC and Transource Delaware Inc.
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Figure 2-5 depicts the Transource ownership structure, including the planned ownership of the
new facilities of the Project.

Figure 2-5 Summary of Transource Ownership Structure

Upon designation of the Project by PJM, Transource will immediately begin the federal and state
regulatory processes required to secure all necessary authorities to finance, construct, own, operate and
maintain the new transmission facilities. Specifically, Transource expects to make concurrent filings
with the FERC, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities and the Delaware Public Service Commission.
Transource will draw on the extensive experience and track record of AEP in securing federal
and state regulatory approvals for transmission-only entities in states both within and outside of its
traditional utility footprint. AEP experience at FERC and in its state jurisdictions extends from basic rate
and transmission tracker cases to approvals necessary for its joint ventures and Transcos. These
complex matters include establishing FERC rates, seeking utility status and obtaining necessary
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approvals for transmission siting, often as the first transmission-only utility in a given state. PJM can
also be confident in the ability of Transource to secure these approvals because Transource has
demonstrated success to date with its utility subsidiary in Missouri.

2.9

Summary of Financing Plan

With combined assets totaling approximately $64 billion and well-established relationships with
more than 40 banks specializing in the financing needs of the energy generation and delivery industry,
Transource and its subsidiaries are backed by the significant financial strength and experience of its
investment-grade owners, AEP and GPE. In particular, AEP has been highly active in the capital markets,
successfully raising approximately $6.1 billion in debt since the start of 2011. Transource will leverage
this vast network of resources to optimize the cost of capital and reduce the impact on the customer.

2.10 Summary of Operations and Maintenance Plan
Upon placing the Project into service, Transource will own, operate and maintain the new
facilities with the exception of any components of the Project deemed “upgrades” by PJM. This
Proposal contains a clear approach for operations and maintenance of the Project using either the
considerable resources of AEP or carefully selected external resources, or a combination thereof.
As an affiliate of AEP and GPE, Transource makes safety, reliability and service to customers top
priorities. AEP brings its comprehensive experience in the design, construction, maintenance and
restoration of high-voltage power equipment to bear in its maintenance activities. AEP standards and
practices meet or exceed applicable regulations and codes to ensure high service quality, reliability, and
cost-effective maintenance. AEP also maintains reciprocal mutual assistance agreements with other
utilities to assist in restoration efforts after major storms. AEP restoration efforts to date have set new
standards for fast recovery after some of the worst storm events in recent history.
AEP has a longstanding relationship with many reputable companies that perform operations and
maintenance services within PJM. Upon designation of the Project by PJM, Transource will develop
contractual agreements with suitable maintenance providers to maintain and operate the transmission
line and substation facilities. This plan is also highlighted by letters from two maintenance service
providers, MYR Group Inc. and Quanta Services, included as Appendices B and C, expressing interest in
providing routine maintenance and first-responder services to Transource for the Project.
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2.11 Conclusion
This Proposal to develop the Salem to Cedar Creek Project offers significant benefits to PJM
transmission customers:
•

The Project fully addresses each of the identified operational performance issues

•

The Project is highly efficient and cost-effective

•

The Project is constructible

•

The Project minimizes the visual and land-use impact

•

Transource brings the necessary technical, financial and operational capabilities to
execute the Project

The balance of this Proposal provides support for each element of this value proposition and
demonstrates the overall benefits of the Project to PJM transmission customers.
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3. Project Performance & Characteristics
3.1

Artificial Island Overview

3.1.1 Introduction
The PJM Artificial Island operational issues involve two Nuclear Generating Stations in southern
New Jersey: Hope Creek and Salem. Hope Creek has a single nuclear unit with a capacity of 1320
megawatts (MW). There are two nuclear units at Salem, Unit 1 and Unit 2, with capacities of 1253 MW
and 1245 MW, respectively. These units are connected to a network of 500 kV lines configured as
shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure Redacted

Figure 3-1 - Artificial Island 500 kV Network

In addition to Hope Creek and Salem, Red Lion and New Freedom are two other substations that
play a vital role in the operations of the electric grid in southern New Jersey. The Red Lion substation is
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located southwest of Wilmington, Delaware, while the New Freedom substation is southeast of
Camden, New Jersey. The Hope Creek and Salem stations each have three 500 kV transmission lines to
which they are connected. One of these lines is a short tie-line between the Hope Creek and Salem
stations (Line 5037). In addition to the line to Salem, Hope Creek is also connected to Red Lion (Line
5015) and New Freedom (Line 5023). The Salem station is also connected to New Freedom (Line 5024)
and Orchard (Line 5021). At Orchard, the 500 kV line continues onto New Freedom (Line 5039) and
there is a transformer which connects to a single 230 kV line. At New Freedom, there is only one more
500 kV line to East Windsor (Line 5038) and four transformers connecting to an extensive 230 kV
network. In general, power flows from the Artificial Island towards Red Lion and New Freedom. Also,
power generally flows from New Freedom towards East Windsor.

3.1.2 Instability
The existing configuration is sufficient to deliver the combined output of the Hope Creek and
Salem generating stations to the system if all lines are in-service. However, performance concerns arise
when transmission lines are removed from service, either for maintenance and repair or unexpectedly
due to an electrical fault on the system. Under certain system conditions, the Salem and Hope Creek
units have the potential to be electrically unstable, causing the units to trip and go offline. This is an
unacceptable consequence in utility operations.
While there are several situations for which this problem could arise, this discussion will focus
on one of the most severe examples. The first scenario assumes that the 500 kV line between New
Freedom and East Windsor (Line 5038) has been taken out of service. In this situation, the combined
power output of the Salem and Hope Creek generating stations must be delivered to the rest of the
system via the Hope Creek to Red Lion 500 kV line (Line 5015) and the 230 kV networks around New
Freedom and Orchard. This situation functions acceptably provided nothing else happens on the
system. However, in utility operations, the consequences of the next outage must be considered. With
Line 5038 out of service, the next most severe event is an electrical fault on Line 5015 that automatically
removes this line from service after the protective equipment operates. If this were to occur, the Hope
Creek and Salem units would become electrically unstable if they have not been adequately prepared in
advance.
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3.1.3 High Voltages
To prepare for the possibility discussed in Section 3.1.2, the Salem and Hope Creek units are
forced to significantly reduce their combined real power output and increase their reactive power
output in order to maintain a sufficiently high terminal voltage to remain stable. The reactive power
output is increased in anticipation of the fault, thereby contributing to the high voltage concerns in the
area. At the same time, the system voltage must not exceed certain levels in order to ensure proper
functioning of the system and avoid damage to equipment. This is a delicate balance that would be
difficult for system and generating facility operators to appropriately determine in real time. The
Artificial Island Operating Guide (“AIOG”) was created to manage many of the situations that could
result in instability. However, the consequence of the resulting operating procedures on the area
voltages has become a concern.

3.1.4 Artificial Island Operating Guide
The AIOG is a specific set of instructions that provides transmission and generating facility
operators’ precise actions to prepare for any given circumstance of concern. While this situation is
technically acceptable to maintain the reliability of the system, it introduces operational complexity that
increases the risk of human and/or equipment error. In addition, the end result of the preparations
may adversely affect the price of electricity, which ultimately drives up the cost to the end user.
The goal of PJM’s request for proposals to improve the system around the “Artificial Island” is to
eliminate or drastically reduce the complexity of the AIOG. This document describes the proposals to
meet this goal. It describes both the specifics of the proposal and the resulting electrical performance,
which demonstrates that the Project meets the stated objective.
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3.2

Proposal

3.2.1 Problem Statement & Solution Objectives
The objective of Transource’s assessment of the southern New Jersey transmission system in
general and the Artificial Island problem in particular was to identify electrical characteristics that
mandate a complex operating procedure in the form of the AIOG and then improve those characteristics
to eliminate the guide. Transource understands these characteristics to include:
•

Need to maintain high terminal voltages at the Artificial Island: The voltage set-points
required to ensure stability varies based on system conditions. These system conditions
and the resulting reactive output of the units required to hold voltage above the
relevant set-point are outlined in the AIOG. The dilemma is that the plants must be
dispatched to boost the voltages in anticipation of the next worst system condition. This
in turn results in higher voltages in the area, triggering power curtailments at the
Artificial Island to ensure an acceptable voltage profile.

•

Limited transmission capacity for certain scenarios: The Artificial Island plants are
connected to the 500 kV system through four 500 kV lines. Both the Hope Creek and
Salem plants have two 500 kV outlets each and a 500 kV tie between the plants. This
configuration results in limited transmission capacity under certain system conditions.
One such condition involves loss of the 500 kV tie between the plants and one of the
two 500 kV lines emanating from Salem, resulting in the isolation of both Salem units on
one 500 kV exit. This particular scenario increases the impedance seen by Salem units
requiring curtailment of generation to a lower level to align with the available
transmission capacity.

•

Significant power angle differential: The Red Lion – Peach Bottom 500 kV corridor and
the New Freedom – East Windsor 500 kV line connect the southern New Jersey
transmission system, including the Artificial Island, to the rest of PJM. There are only a
few 230 kV lines that connect these areas. As a result, the angular difference between
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the Artificial Island and the PJM system is significant for the loss of these major
corridors.
The Transource team looked at 36 unique options ranging from 138 kV to 500 kV in voltage
including HVDC to improve the electrical characteristics discussed earlier. The key to eliminating the
AIOG is:
•

Higher Terminal Voltage: A higher terminal voltage at the generators can be achieved
by establishing a unique voltage schedule. The transformer taps are optimally
configured to ensure that for the maximum voltage on the GSU terminals, the 500 kV
system voltage remains within the acceptable limits. Also, a unique voltage schedule
ensures that the system voltage would not exceed the prescribed planning criteria limits
due to a function of the plants’ stability.

•

Lower Impedance: The limited transmission capacity is not a function of thermal rating
of facilities at Artificial Island but a result of increased impedance. Installation of series
capacitor or similar devices cannot address this concern as an outage of the lines in
question renders such devices useless. A new transmission line is needed to bridge the
impedance gap created by outages of facilities at the Artificial Island.

•

Reduced Angular Differential: Power angles depict the interconnectivity of the power
system; a large differential in power angles is demonstrative of weaker ties in areas of
the system, whereas a small differential is characteristic of a tightly connected system. A
weakly connected system is unable to rely on sources from neighboring areas under an
emergency condition. On the other hand, a tightly connected system can adjust
dynamically to deal with system problems, regardless of location. Transource observed
that, generally, any event that results in a power angle differential of more than 30
degrees between the Artificial Island and neighboring buses triggers instability.
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3.2.2 Project Description
Transource proposes building an 8.4-mile 230 kV transmission line from PSEG’s Salem station
into DP&L’s Cedar Creek station. The proposed line will include a 5.7-mile submarine section utilizing
XPLE submarine cable with two conductors per phase. The 2.7-mile overhead portion will be comprised
of four conductors per phase utilizing 959 KCM ACSS/TW conductor. A new 500/230 kV station, to be
located near the existing Salem station, will connect to Salem via a single 500 kV line a short distance
from the existing station. The new 500/230 kV station near Salem will house two 500/230 kV
transformers in a parallel configuration. In addition to the termination of Salem – Cedar Creek 230 kV
line, the existing Red Lion – Cartanza 230 kV line will also be extended into Cedar Creek station. The
Project map is shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2 – The Project Map
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Transource recommends the addition of a 500 kV breaker at New Freedom station to move New
Freedom 500/230 kV Transformer #4 into a separate position. This reconfiguration will eliminate a
condition where a breaker failure takes out both the 500/230 kV Transformer #4 and the New Freedom
– East Windsor 500 kV line. The breaker addition was discussed by PJM in the March 2013 TEAC meeting
and it is assumed that PSEG is installing this breaker as a baseline upgrade; therefore, the cost of this
addition is not included in the Proposal. The switching arrangements at Salem, Cedar Creek and New
Freedom stations are shown in Figure 3-3. In addition, the taps of the Red Lion 500/230 kV transformers
should be changed to provide a 2.5% boost to the 500 kV network. This setting change will ensure that
the voltage on the 230 kV system does not exceed 1.05 p.u. for various system conditions.

Figure Redacted

Figure 3-3 – Proposed Switching Configuration at Salem, Cedar Creek and New Freedom Stations

The proposed configuration for Salem, Cedar Creek and Hope Creek stations was evaluated for
physical constraints and is feasible for construction. Alternatives with equivalent electrical performance
have been developed and are outlined in the Project Conceptual Study, included as Attachment 2 of this
Proposal.
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3.3

Performance of the Project

The Transource Proposal eliminates the Artificial Island Operating Guide. The operating guide
establishes certain reactive and real power output schedules for units at Salem and Hope Creek plants.
The units are dispatched to the predetermined limits in preparation of the next worst contingency on
the system to ensure stability. The purpose of the Project is to prescribe a new system configuration
which enables stability of the plants for any sets of conditions identified by PJM while meeting
important system planning metrics such as thermal loading criteria and voltage threshold criteria.
Specifically, the Project provides the following operational benefits summarized in Table 3-1:
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Operational Issue

Operational Benefits of the Salem to Cedar Creek Project

Allow for Generation of
Maximum MW Output
& Maintain PJM System
Operating Limits

• Allows all units to generate at full MW output under all baseline and all N1 outage conditions of 500 kV transmission lines in the Artificial Island
area
• Enables a single voltage schedule for the plants, rather than the complex
set of reactive schedules that are in place today
• Eliminates impacts from Power System Stabilizer outages
• Mitigates all voltage magnitude and deviation violations for NERC
Category B and C contingencies at full MW output; voltage deviations are
reduced by as much as 9% and voltage magnitudes improved by as much
as 8% under worst-case contingencies, thus enhancing the system voltage
performance

Improve Artificial Island
Stability

• Ensures units remain stable for all credible system conditions, maintaining
an initial voltage swing above 0.7 p.u. and damping greater than 3% for all
dynamic performance measures

Reduce Operational
Complexity

• Eliminates the need for the Artificial Island Operating Guide (AIOG),
significantly reducing the complexity of plant and transmission system
operations
• Ensures voltage profile remains within prescribed boundaries and
facilitates use of a single voltage schedule

Additional System
Benefits

• Reduces the power angle differential across various areas of the
transmission system in reference to Artificial Island, thus improving
system stability and power flow efficiency
• Reduces loading on several 230 kV lines in the area without introducing
any additional thermal violations
• Improves reliability by providing an additional source into Delaware,
which today is largely isolated from the rest of PJM

Table 3-1 Summary of Operational Benefits

The performance of the Project is assessed for the various prior outages and subsequent faults
identified by PJM. In addition to the responses requested by PJM, Transource also considered other
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metrics that are indicative of the performance of a robust transmission solution. These metrics are
discussed in the following sections.

3.3.1 Voltage Schedule & Voltage Performance
Many plants utilize a unique voltage schedule that takes into consideration many credible
system conditions. However, a voltage schedule is not currently prescribed for the Hope Creek and
Salem plants due to the wide range of reactive output from the units for various contingency events.
Under the present system conditions, a unique voltage schedule that is significantly high to ensure
stability for the worst system conditions will result in high voltages prior to such an event. Conversely, a
unique voltage schedule that is low enough to ensure that system voltages remain within the limits in
the planning criteria will result in instability for certain contingencies. A unique voltage schedule that
both ensures that system voltages remain within bounds and ensures plant stability is feasible with the
Project in-service. Transource proposes a single minimum voltage schedule shown in Table 3-2 for the
Hope Creek and Salem plants once the Project is constructed. This voltage schedule includes a safety
margin to account for voltage swings in real-time operations that make it difficult to hold voltage to a
prescribed schedule. The safety margin is achieved by increasing the fault clearing times for all relevant
events by half a cycle in Transource analysis. PJM or PSEG may decide to prescribe a higher voltage
schedule based on the operational practices in PSEG zone. However, a voltage schedule lower than the
minimum recommended in Table 3-2 is not advised.

Generator Unit

Voltage Schedule

Salem Unit 1

0.985

Salem Unit 2

1.005

Hope Creek Unit 1

1.005

Table 3-2 – Minimum Voltage Schedule at Hope Creek & Salem Plants

Transource has analyzed the voltage schedule and its resulting impact on the plants and the
connected transmission system for various events. Hope Creek and Salem units reactive output remains
within the bounds of the “D” curves provided by PJM for various system events including unit outages.
Figure 3-4 shows the results for the worst contingency pair with and without the Project. Please note
that the worst contingency with the existing system configuration (referred to as the “base case”
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without the proposed Project) is non-convergent in steady-state load flow simulations and requires
curtailment of real power output of the units at Salem and Hope Creek nuclear plants for convergence
as outlined in the existing AIOG. The base case results shown in the following figures reflect these
curtailments. The curtailments at the Hope Creek and Salem plants are not needed with the Transource
Project.

440

New Freedom-East Windsor & Hope Creek-Red Lion 500 kV Line Outages

420

Output (MVAr)

400
380
360
340
320
300

Salem Unit #1

Salem Unit #2

Hope Creek Unit #1

Monitored Generator Unit
Base Case

Salem - Cedar Creek 230 kV

Figure 3-4 – Unit Reactive Output for Worst Contingency Pair

In addition, the voltage deviation and voltage magnitude at the various 500 kV and 230 kV buses
in close proximity to Hope Creek and Salem plants remain within prescribed limits for the worst
contingency pair (which results in maximum reactive output at these plants). This is demonstrated in
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 respectively.
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Salem - Cedar Creek 230 kV

Figure 3-5 – Voltage Deviation for Worst Contingency Pair
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New Freedom-East Windsor & Hope Creek-Red Lion 500 kV Line Outages

1.08
1.06

Voltage Magnitude (PU)

1.04
1.02
1
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9

Base Case

Salem - Cedar Creek 230 kV

Figure 3-6 – Voltage Magnitude for Worst Contingency Pair

Additional tables are included in Attachment 3 that show the voltage performance of the Project
for other critical events.

3.3.2 Dynamic Performance
To demonstrate the dynamic performance of the Project and stability of Artificial Island, the
following responses were plotted:
•

500 kV bus voltage response

•

Rotor angles for selected machines in areas 201, 225, 227 – 232, 234 and 235

•

Speed response of Hope Creek and Salem units

•

Real power output of Hope Creek and Salem units

•

Reactive power output of Hope Creek and Salem units

Figures 3-7 through 3-11 show the above responses for the worst contingency event, which involves (1)
a prior outage of the New Freedom - East Windsor 500 kV line, and (2) a subsequent single-line-toground fault and stuck breaker at Hope Creek that results in the outage of the Hope Creek - Red Lion
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500 kV line. The Project ensures, as illustrated by these figures, the stability of the units at Hope Creek
and Salem is maintained, and the amplitudes of post-fault power swings are reduced down to very low
levels well within fifteen seconds. In view of these results, it is apparent that a power swing damping
ratio of 3 percent or greater as specified by PJM is satisfied. Also, transient post-fault voltage dips were
found to be above 70% on all monitored 500 kV buses in all cases thus satisfying PJM’s specification on
post-fault transient voltage.

Figure 3-7 – Voltage Response at Deans 500 kV, New Freedom 500 kV, Red Lion 500 kV, Salem 500 kV and Hope
Creek 500 kV
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Figure 3-8 – Speed Response for turbines at Salem and Hope Creek nuclear plants
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Figure 3-9 – Electric Power (Pe) Response at Salem and Hope Creek Nuclear Plants
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Figure 3-10 – Reactive Power (Qe) Response at Salem and Hope Creek Nuclear Plants
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Figure 3-11 – Rotor Angle Response for Units at Peach Bottom, Hope Creek and Salem Nuclear Plants
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Additional plots are included in Attachment 3 that show the voltages, rotor angles, speed, real
power output and reactive power output responses for other critical events.

3.3.3 Thermal Performance
Another important system characteristic that must be assessed for any transmission proposal is
the change in loading on existing facilities. Transource performed detailed load flow analyses to assess
and quantify the load flow impacts of the Project. No negative impacts on the existing system were
found. It was found that the Proposal reduces loadings on the underlying 230 kV system that emanates
from Red Lion, Orchard and New Freedom stations. The Salem – Cedar Creek 230 kV line could carry as
much as 880 MVA for the outage of the New Freedom – East Windsor 500 kV line and a subsequent
outage of the Hope Creek – Red Lion 500 kV line. As shown in Figure 3-12, the Project helps reduce
loading on critical facilities and enhances reliability. Please note that the worst contingency is nonconvergent in steady-state load flow simulations in the base case and requires curtailment of real power
output of the units at Salem and Hope Creek nuclear plants for convergence as outlined in the existing
AIOG. The base case results shown in the following figures reflect these curtailments. The curtailments
at the Hope Creek and Salem plants are not needed with the Transource Project.
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Figure 3-12 – Thermal Loadings

3.3.4 Power Angle Performance
Power angle profile is another important system characteristic that demonstrates the strength
of a transmission solution. Loss of critical 500 kV corridors in the area results in isolated pockets with a
significant difference in power angles with respect to Artificial Island.
Presently, loss of the New Freedom – Easton Windsor 500 kV line and a subsequent outage of
the Hope Creek – Red Lion 500 kV line results in three distinct zones from a power angle perspective.
One zone includes the 500 kV system to the west of Artificial Island with 500 kV buses such as Peach
Bottom, Conastone, Keeney, etc. A second zone is to the north of New Freedom that includes Deans,
Smithburg, East Windsor, etc. The third zone comprises the Artificial Island and the 230 kV networks
emanating from Orchard and New Freedom stations. Figure 3-13 demonstrates the difference in power
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angle profile for each zone for this outage condition. As shown, an angle difference of approximately 35
degrees exists between the Artificial Island and other zones. The Project reduces this gap in power angle
by approximately 15 degrees.

New Freedom-East Windsor & Hope Creek-Red Lion 500 kV Line Outages

0

Power Angle (Degrees)

-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
-40
-45

Base Case

Salem - Cedar Creek 230 kV

Figure 3-13 – Power Angle Profile

Additional tables are included in Attachment 3 that show the power angle performance of the
Project for other critical events.

3.3.5 Short-Circuit Performance
A short-circuit analysis was performed for the Project in addition to steady-state and dynamic
simulations. The purpose of the short-circuit assessment was twofold: first, identify any over-dutied
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circuit breakers that will need to be replaced as a result of the Project, and second, to compute shortcircuit and fault admittance values for use in the dynamic simulations.
A flat pre-fault voltage of 1.1 per unit was assumed at all buses for the purposes of determining
the short-circuit values for dynamic simulations. For breaker duty analysis, a flat pre-fault voltage of 1.1
per unit was assumed for the 500 kV buses and 1.05 per unit for 230 kV and lower voltage buses,
although it is expected that the actual voltages will be lower due to the introduction of a voltage
schedule at Salem and Hope Creek plants. Table 3-2 shows the over-dutied breakers that will need to be
replaced when the Project is built. The cost of these breaker replacements is not included in the overall
cost of the Proposal and PJM should consult the respective Transmission Owners to obtain the
estimated cost. In Transource’s experience an in-kind replacement of a 138 kV breaker costs
approximately $800,000 and an in-kind replacement of a 230 kV breaker costs approximately $1 million.

Breaker Description
Croydon 230 kV Breaker "235"
New Casle 138 kV Breaker "PCB 131"
Red Lion 230 kV Breaker "PCB 230"
Red Lion 230 kV Breaker "PCB 233"
Red Lion 230 kV Breaker "PCB 234"
Reybold 138 kV Breaker "PCB 132"
Reybold 138 kV Breaker "PCB 133"
Reybold 138 kV Breaker "PCB 134"
Reybold 138 kV Breaker "PCB 135"

Breaker Duty
Without Salem - Cedar Creek 230 kV
99.9
99.8
95.7
95.7
95.7
99.4
99.4
99.4
99.4

Breaker Duty
With Salem - Cedar Creek 230 kV
100.0
100.0
101.5
101.5
101.5
100.4
100.4
100.4
100.4

Table 3-2: Over-Duty Circuit Breakers

Additional tables are included in Attachment 3 that show the short-circuit values and resultant
admittance values for various scenarios with and without the Project for use in the dynamic simulation.

3.3.6 Performance Summary
In summary, the Project not only eliminates the Artificial Island Operating Guide but also
improves dynamic responses for electrical quantities such as machine speed, rotor angles, voltage, and
power output. In addition, the Project reduces loading on existing facilities and significantly improves
the steady-state voltage and power angle profile of the transmission system near the Artificial Island
with only minor system impacts that can be easily mitigated.
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3.4

Design Parameters of the Project

3.4.1 Electrical Characteristics
The performance of the Project depends on its electrical parameters. The electrical parameters
are determined based on two important aspects of the Proposal: (1) the configuration should improve
the stability of the Artificial Island, and (2) the configuration should be able to withstand credible events
in the foreseeable future. For stability, impedance characteristics play a vital role while the thermal
performance of the Proposal is dependent on the equipment specifications. The following sections
discuss the modeling parameters of the Project.

3.4.2 Equipment Ratings
The most limiting element of the Salem – Cedar Creek 230 kV line is the 5.7-mile
submarine cable section. Transource proposes two conductors per phase for the submarine cable to
achieve a Summer Normal Rating of 780 MVA and a Summer Emergency Rating of 964 MVA. The
summer emergency rating is a 48-hour rating and could be increased for a shorter duration. All other
equipment for the Proposal shall have thermal capability much higher than the submarine cable section.
Notable equipment and associated ratings are as follows:
•

All 500 kV and 230 kV circuit breakers shall be rated for 3000 A Continuous Current and 63
kA Interrupting Current.

•

All 500 kV and 230 kV disconnect switches, risers, wave traps, and other series elements
shall be rated for 3000 A Continuous Current.

•

All 500 kV and 230 kV buses shall be rated for a 3000 A Continuous Current and 50 kA
Momentary Current.

3.4.3 Modeling Parameters
The electrical characteristics used for system modeling are shown in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3 – Modeling Parameters
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3.5

Study Methodology, Assumptions & Scenarios

The Artificial Island Operating Guide is developed based on stability studies performed by PJM
and PSEG. Any transmission proposal that claims to eliminate or simplify the operating guide should,
therefore, demonstrate that the system performance is within the prescribed limits for the scenarios
that require an operating procedure. Furthermore, supplemental analysis is required to ensure that new
transmission limitations are not being introduced by the Project. Transource developed a study
methodology based on information provided and requested by PJM and an older version of the AIOG
that was included in the Impact Study for an uprate request at the Salem plant. The study methodology,
assumptions and scenarios used to assess the viability of the Project are discussed in this section.

3.5.1 Study Methodology
The monitored variables (simulation outputs) specified by PJM include: machine rotor angles,
machine speeds, generator MW outputs, generator MVAr outputs, and voltages. All machine angles are
plotted with respect to Seabrook Unit 1. Some other monitored variables besides those established by
PJM were added including additional 230 kV bus voltages, a number of MW line flows, and the power
system stabilizer (PSS) signals of each Artificial Island generating unit.
The criteria to determine the acceptability of stability simulations, and thus the technical
viability of a proposed solution, were specified by PJM and are identified as follows:
A. A one-half cycle margin against the point of instability or critical clearing time must be present
for all stability simulations.
B. Damping of post-disturbance power swings as exhibited in machine relative angles must exhibit
a damping ratio of at least 3 percent.
C. Transient post-disturbance voltage dips at Artificial Island 500 kV buses must remain above 70
percent voltage.
The power output dispatches of Salem Units 1, 2 and Hope Creek unit were maintained at their
maximum (Pmax) values in the initial conditions of all stability simulations in accordance with the stated
objectives. The power system stabilizers at Salem Unit 2 and the Hope Creek unit were disabled in all
stability simulations in accordance with the objectives in order to produce worst case damping
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performance. Each stability simulation was run for fifteen seconds in accordance with PJM instructions.
Detailed plots are included in Attachment 3 that show the 500 kV bus voltages, selected machines rotor
angles, Salem and Hope Creek units speed, real power output and reactive power output responses for
the critical events identified by PJM.

3.5.2 Required Studies
The required studies include stability analysis for all contingency scenarios specified by PJM as
part of the fault list in conjunction with prior outage conditions labeled P1 through P9 as follows:
P1

Hope Creek – Red Lion 500 kV

P2

New Freedom – East Windsor 500 kV

P3

Salem – Hope Creek 500 kV

P4

Salem – Orchard 500 kV

P5

Salem – New Freedom 500 kV

P6

Hope Creek – New Freedom 500 kV

P7

Peach Bottom – Rock Springs 500 kV

P8

Keeney – Rock Springs 500 kV

P9

Red Lion – Keeney 500 kV

The fault list was provided by PJM and is repeated below:
1a

3 phase fault on 5037 near Hope Creek bus section 2

1b

SLG fault on 5037 near Hope Creek, 2-4 Stuck Breaker at Hope Creek

1c

SLG fault on 5037 near Hope Creek Stuck Breaker 2-6

2a

3 phase fault on 5015 near Hope Creek

2b

SLG fault on 5015 near Hope Creek, 1-3 Stuck Breaker at Hope Creek,

3a

3 phase fault on 5023 near Hope Creek,

3b

SLG fault on 5023 near Hope Creek, 1-5 Stuck Breaker at Hope Creek

4

3 phase fault at Hope Creek bus section 1 no lines outage

5a

3 phase fault on 5037 near Salem

5b

SLG fault on 5037 near Salem Stuck Breaker 2-10

6a

3 phase fault on 5024 near Salem
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6b

SLG fault on 5024 near Salem, 2-6 Stuck Breaker at Salem

7a

3 phase fault on 5021 near Salem

7b

SLG fault on 5021 (line to Orchard) near Salem, 2-8 Stuck Breaker at Salem

8

3 phase fault at Salem bus section 1 or 2, no lines outage

9a

3 phase fault on 5039 near Orchard

9b

SLG fault at Orchard on the 500/230 kV transformer, B12 Stuck Breaker, 5021 to Salem
and 5039 to New Freedom out

9c

SLG fault at Orchard at 5039, B10 Stuck Breaker, 5021 to Salem and 5039 to New
Freedom out

10a

3 phase fault at Red Lion 500 kV bus on 500/230 kV transformer

10b

SLG fault at Red Lion 500 kV bus, 505 Stuck Breaker, 5015 out and one 500/230 kV
transformer out

11a

3 phase fault on 5022 near East Windsor

11b

SLG fault on 5022 near East Windsor, B16 Stuck Breaker at East Windsor, 5022 & 5038
out along with both 500/230 kV transformers at East Windsor

11c

SLG fault on 5022 near East Windsor, B13 Stuck Breaker at East Windsor, 5022 out along
with one 500/230 kV transformer at East Windsor

12a

3 phase fault on 5038 (to East Windsor) near New Freedom

12b

SLG fault on 5038 near New Freedom, 2-10 Stuck Breaker at NF

12c

SLG fault on 5038 (Line from New Freedom to East Windsor) near New Freedom, 910Stuck Breaker at NF & one 500/230 kV transformer out

12d

SLG fault on 5038 near New Freedom, B16 Stuck Breaker at East Windsor, 5022 out

Attachment 3 contains the detailed results of combinations of the events from the fault list and
prior outage conditions listed above. From the possible combinations of prior outage conditions and
contingency scenarios that this conjunction produces, the worst case combinations are identified as
follows:
A. Prior outage of Hope Creek – Red Lion (P1) with a subsequent single line to ground fault on New
Freedom – East Windsor and a stuck circuit breaker at New Freedom (Fault 12b)
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B. Prior outage of Hope Creek – Red Lion (P1) with a subsequent single line to ground fault on
Salem – Orchard and a stuck circuit breaker at Salem (Fault 7b)
C. Prior outage of Salem – Hope Creek (P3) with a subsequent single line to ground fault on Salem
– Orchard and a stuck circuit breaker at Salem (Fault 7b)
D. Prior outage of New Freedom – East Windsor (P2) with a subsequent single line to ground fault
on Hope Creek – Red Lion and a stuck circuit breaker at Hope Creek (Fault 2b)
E. Prior outage of Red Lion – Keeney (P9) with a subsequent single line to ground fault on New
Freedom – East Windsor with stuck CB at New Freedom (Fault 12b)
As mentioned above, the Project assumes modifications to the New Freedom 500 kV Station
necessary to eliminate the possibility of Case 12c. Therefore, Case 12c is removed from consideration.
The dynamic report includes graphs of the following responses in the Attachment 3:
•

Bus voltage response for Deans 500 kV, New Freedom 500 kV, Red Lion 500 kV, Keeney 500 kV,
Hope Creek 500 kV, and Salem 500 kV buses for a period of 15 seconds.

•

Rotor angles for selected machines in areas 225, 227 - 232, 234, 235 and 201 for a period of 15
seconds.

•

Speed response of Hope Creek and Salem units for a period of 15 seconds.

•

Real power output of Hope Creek and Salem units for a period of 15 seconds.

•

Reactive power output of Hope Creek and Salem units for a period of 15 seconds.
The performance of the Project under the worst contingency event is discussed above.

Additional plots are included in Attachment 3 that show the voltage, rotor angles, speed, real power
output and reactive power output responses for other critical events.
PJM also provided a table of fault clearing times needed to perform their requested analyses.
For each scenario tested, Transource staff added a half cycle to the provided clearing times to ensure
the proposed projects would meet PJM’s performance criteria.
Determination of fault clearing times necessarily required some interpretation of the fault
clearing time and transfer-trip delay data given by PJM. Therefore, the switching sequences and times
are tabulated in Table 3-1 for the cases in PJM’s fault list. All fault clearing times listed include a onePage 45 of 70
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half cycle extension in order to guarantee a one-half cycle clearing time margin between the actual
clearing time and the critical clearing time. Certain cases of lesser severity in the fault list were not
considered as noted in Table 3-4.

Table Redacted

Project Performance & Characteristics

Table Redacted

Table 3-4: Fault Clearing Times as Simulated

3.5.3 Supplemental Studies
Additional studies, neither identified nor required by PJM, were conducted to ensure that no
new thermal or voltage concerns result of the Project. The supplemental studies included steady-state
analysis to determine the thermal and voltage impacts. Additional tables are included in Attachment 3
that show the voltage, thermal and power angle performance of the Project for other critical events.

3.5.4 Steady-State & Dynamic Models
PJM provided a detailed set of cases and assumptions to be used for analyzing the Artificial
Island operational issues. PJM also provided a base power flow and dynamic case in PSS/E Version 32
format. The case provided is based on the NERC MMWG/SSDWG 2011 Series 2017 Summer Light Load
case. PJM has updated that case to provide a more detailed representation of the Hope Creek and
Salem nuclear facilities. All appropriate facilities are in service in the model and the Hope Creek and
Salem nuclear units are dispatched at their maximum real power output. The reactive limits of the units
are set to generic values, though PJM has provided Machine Capability Curves (“D” Curves) to allow the
end users to determine the appropriate reactive output limits. Based on the “D” Curves, and
information obtained from an older version of the AIOG, the following reactive power limits for the
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maximum real power output condition for the units were assumed. These values are conservative
relative to the “D” Curves provided by PJM.

Maximum Reactive Output

Minimum Reactive Output

(MVAr)

(MVAr)

Salem Unit 1

346

0

Salem Unit 2

415

0

Hope Creek

378

140

Table 3-5: Reactive Power Limits at Maximum Real Power Output

3.5.5 Short-Circuit Models
PJM provided short-circuit cases in PSS/E Version 32 format and ASPEN *.olr format.
Transource staff utilized the ASPEN version due to familiarity with the software. The fault levels
provided by ASPEN were also significantly higher than were determined by using the PSS/E version, thus
ensuring that the assumed fault levels were conservative. All short-circuit cases used for analysis were
based on the 2017 PJM ASPEN short-circuit model, which was last updated February 13, 2013. ASPEN
version 11.10 was used for all short circuit analysis.
All single-line-to-ground (SLG) faults require an equivalent fault impedance model representing
negative and zero sequence network impedances in series at the point of fault. These equivalent fault
impedances were calculated from the ASPEN case made available by PJM and converted to inductive
shunts. The initial values of the inductive shunts are representative of the network configuration with
the faulted line in service. The final values are representative of the network configuration with the
remote end of the faulted line open. The MVAr values of the inductive shunt equivalents are tabulated
in Table 3-6 for prior outage and contingency scenario combinations of each solution option:
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1b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

Hope Creek

Initial Equivalent
(MVAr)
-16160

2b

New Frdm – E Windsor

Hope Creek

-18520

-14898

2b

Hope Creek – Salem

Hope Creek

-9754

-5847

2b

Salem – Orchard

Hope Creek

-18601

-15076

3b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

Hope Creek

-16160

-15354

5b

Salem – Orchard

Salem

-18810

-11631

6b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

Salem

-16590

-15942

6b

Hope Creek – Salem

Salem

-13814

-12389

6b

Salem – Orchard

Salem

-18810

-17642

7b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

Salem

-16590

-15390

7b

Hope Creek – Salem

Salem

-13814

-11631

7b

Salem – New Freedom

Salem

-19353

-17642

9b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

Orchard

-8949

-8949

9b

Hope Creek – Salem

Orchard

-8923

-8923

9c

Hope Creek – Red Lion

Orchard

-8949

-8949

9c

Hope Creek – Salem

Orchard

-8923

-8923

10b

New Frdm – E Windsor

Red Lion

-11840

-8028

11b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

E Windsor

-9454

-9454

12b

Hope Creek – Red Lion

New Freedom

-11995

-9906

12b

Red Lion – Keeney

New Freedom

-12272

-10206

Fault ID

Prior Outage

Faulted Bus

Final Equivalent
(MVAr)
-5847

Table 3-6: Short Circuit Values
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4. Company Evaluation
4.1

Overview of the Project Plan

A key aspect of the value proposition offered in this Proposal is that Transource is well qualified
to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain the Salem to Cedar Creek Project because it is owned
by AEP and GPE, successful leaders in the transmission business. This chapter of the Proposal
summarizes the plan to successfully execute the Project and highlights the relevant capabilities and
experiences of each participating party respective to their expected roles and responsibilities.
Transource will draw upon three sets of resources to execute the Project:
•

Internal Resources – AEP and GPE employees

•

EPC Service Provider

•

Other Third Parties
Upon designation of the Project by PJM, Transource anticipates forming state-specific subsidiary

companies, Transource New Jersey and Transource Delaware, to finance, construct, own, operate and
maintain new transmission projects, subject to final categorization by PJM with respect to components
of the Project considered “upgrades.” To date, Transource has formed one such subsidiary, Transource
Missouri, for two SPP approved transmission projects located in Missouri. Figure 4-1 depicts the
Transource ownership structure, including the planned ownership of the Project:
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Figure 4-1 Transource Ownership Structure

Transource anticipates executing aspects of the Project in collaboration with a qualified,
competitive EPC Service Provider. This engagement will have the flexibility to leverage AEP’s
procurement advantages that are based on its significant scale to achieve a low cost of materials for
transmission customers. In addition, Transource expects to work with the selected EPC Service Provider,
or other qualified service providers, on other critical services necessary to deliver the Project on time
and on budget, including permitting, siting, environmental and ROW acquisition. Transource will take all
appropriate steps to ensure that such services are competitively priced and follow all New Jersey and
Delaware laws and regulations.
As stated earlier, Burns & McDonnell assisted Transource in the development of this Proposal
and has expressed strong interest in competing to be the EPC Service provider selected for the Project.
In addition, Burns & McDonnell has significant experience in both underwater-line transmission projects
and in executing projects in the geographic area of Eastern PJM, particularly New Jersey. In this context,
we have included information about Burns & McDonnell’s capabilities and experiences in Appendix A of
this Proposal. This material should not be interpreted as a contractual commitment, as Transource will
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take all appropriate steps to ensure that transmission customers benefit from competitively priced EPC
services.
Upon placing the Project into service, Transource will own the new facilities and be responsible
for coordinating the operation and maintenance of the new facilities, subject to final categorization by
PJM with respect to components of the Project considered “upgrades.” This section of the Proposal
contains a clear approach for operations, maintenance and compliance activities for the Project using a
combination of internal and external resources.

4.2

Internal Resource Responsibilities

This section describes elements of the overall project plan expected to be executed using
Transource Internal Resources and summarizes the capabilities and experiences of AEP and GPE in those
areas.

4.2.1 Regulatory Plan & Capabilities
Upon designation of the Project by PJM, Transource will immediately begin the federal and state
regulatory processes required to secure all necessary authorities to finance, construct, own, operate and
maintain the new transmission facilities. Specifically, Transource will make concurrent filings with the
FERC, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, and the Delaware Public Service Commission. These
planned filings are described in greater detail below.
PJM can be confident in the ability of Transource to secure these approvals because Transource
will draw on the extensive experience and track record of AEP at both the federal and state levels. AEP’s
successful track record for receiving approvals related to its new transmission business from state
regulatory commission, both within and outside its traditional utility footprint, is particularly relevant to
this Project. AEP has received the appropriate state approvals for the AEP Ohio Transmission Company
in Ohio, AEP Indiana Michigan Transmission Company in Indiana and Michigan, AEP West Virginia
Transmission Company in West Virginia, AEP Appalachian Transmission Company in Virginia and AEP
Kentucky Transmission Company in Kentucky. AEP was involved in the successful achievement of
necessary state approvals required for the Prairie Wind joint venture in Kansas and the Pioneer joint
venture in Indiana. AEP is also engaged in ongoing state proceedings regarding the establishment of
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wholly-owned transmission businesses in Arkansas and Louisiana. These proceedings are similar to the
state regulatory activities that will be required in New Jersey and Delaware for the Project.
In addition, Transource, through Transource Missouri, has demonstrated regulatory success to
date with its Missouri utility subsidiary. Transource Missouri is awaiting Missouri Public Service
Commission approval of a settlement filed in File No. EA-2013-0098 for a line Certificate of Convenience
and Necessity to finance, construct, own, operate, and maintain two regional transmission projects in
Missouri, the Iatan-Nashua 345 kV and Sibley-Nebraska City 345 kV transmission projects. In
coordination with this filing, GPE, through its utility subsidiaries, is also awaiting MPSC approval of a
settlement filed in File No. EO-2012-0367 to transfer certain transmission property associated with the
two regional projects to Transource Missouri via its Kansas City Power & Light and Greater Missouri
Operations subsidiaries.
Transource also has extensive experience with similar FERC filings, both on its own behalf and
through its parent companies, AEP and GPE. On May 6, 2013, Transource received approval from FERC
of a Formula Rate and certain incentives for its Transource Missouri utility subsidiary in FERC Docket No.
ER12-2554. AEP, the majority owner of Transource, also has a substantial track record of successful
Formula Rate filings at FERC. AEP received approval from the FERC of Formula Rates for wholesale
transmission service for its East and West Operating Companies (FERC Docket Nos. ER08-1329 and ER071069) as well as its East and West Transmission Companies (FERC Docket No. ER10-355). In addition,
AEP has participated in several transmission-only subsidiary companies that have received approval for
similar Formula Rates. 1
4.2.1.1 FERC
Soon after receiving designation from PJM, Transource will make a section 205 filing with FERC
to establish wholesale transmission service rates (“Formula Rates”) for Transource New Jersey and
Transource Delaware. AEP has found that FERC regulatory approval process typically takes 6 to 12

1

PATH’s formula rate was approved by FERC in Docket No. ER08-386. Prairie Wind’s formula rate was

approved by FERC in Docket No. ER09-35. Pioneer’s formula rate was approved by FERC in Docket No. ER09-75.
RITELine Indiana’s formula rate was approved by FERC in Docket No. ER11-4069. RITELine Illinois’ formula rate was
approved by FERC in Docket No. ER11-4070.
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months to resolve. It is important to note that the FERC regulatory approval process will occur
concurrently with other aspects of the Project execution and is not expected to adversely impact the
Project in-service date.
4.2.1.2 State Approvals
Soon after receiving designation from PJM, Transource New Jersey and Transource Delaware
will make concurrent filings with the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities and the Delaware Public
Service Commission to secure all necessary authorities to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain
the new transmission facilities in New Jersey and Delaware. Although each state has different statutory
requirements relating to procedural schedules and timing, AEP has found that the state regulatory
approval process typically takes 12 to 18 months to resolve. It is important to note that the state
regulatory approval process will occur concurrently with other aspects of the Project execution and is
not expected to adversely impact the Project in-service date.
Based on initial review, below is a summary of the required approvals in each state:
New Jersey
•

The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities must grant permission when a proposed line
crosses more than one municipality. The Board of Public Utilities reviews a proposed
project for both need and land use practices.

•

Other authorities, such as the Department of Environmental Protection, the Pinelands
Commission, the Turnpike Authority, and other port and river authorities may also
become involved.

Delaware
•

The Delaware Public Service Commission approves any new public utility.

•

Other regulatory agencies, such as the Department of Natural Resources or the
Delaware Department of Transportation, may also require permits or approvals.

4.2.2 Financing Plan & Capabilities
With combined assets totaling approximately $64 billion and well-established relationships with
more than 40 banks specializing in the financing needs of the energy generation and delivery industry,
Transource and its subsidiaries are backed by the significant financial strength and experience of its
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investment-grade owners, AEP and GPE. In particular, AEP has been highly active in the capital markets,
successfully raising approximately $6.1 billion in debt since the start of 2011.
Transource will leverage this vast network of resources to optimize the cost of capital and
reduce the impact on the customer. To further minimize the overall financing cost, our expectation is
that Transource will arrange for debt financings for the total of both the New Jersey and Delaware
portions of the Project and allocate the debt capital to the new subsidiaries. Until negotiations are
complete with lenders, we cannot predict whether this will be achieved with one or more than one
financing instrument, such as a revolving credit facility and/or a term loan. A likely scenario is that
Transource will enter into an agreement with a syndicate of lenders that will be used for the Project
during the construction period. Once the Project is complete, Transource will likely seek to refinance
the construction debt with traditional long-term debt in the capital markets.
During the construction period, the equity capital for Transource New Jersey and Transource
Delaware will come from equity contributions from the parent company, Transource Energy.
Transource Energy will source its equity capital from internally generated cash flows and from equity
contribution from its owners, AEP and GPE.
Transource will target investment grade credit quality for Transource and its subsidiaries. This is
done to support steady access to capital markets that is necessary to raise the significant amount of
debt that will be needed for the Project at cost-effective rates. The investment grade quality would also
result in lower cost borrowing costs compared to non-investment grade credit quality.

4.2.3 EPC Provider Oversight and Management
As discussed above, Transource plans to contract with an EPC Service Provider for certain
elements of the implementation of the Project. Transource will rely on the experienced resources of
AEP and GPE in achieving this project development plan. AEP has successfully implemented many
projects utilizing third party resources. For example, AEP is currently using a similar EPC approach to
implement its complex Competitive Renewable Energy Zones (CREZ) projects in Texas for its Electric
Transmission Texas, LLC (ETT) subsidiary. The ETT portion of CREZ consists of the siting and construction
of over 465 miles of 345 KV lines and 16 associated stations with a total project cost of approximately
$1.5 billion. In addition, AEP has used a third party approach to implement numerous line and station
projects in the Corpus Christi, Texas area with complex schedule and coordination requirements.
Currently, AEP uses third-party engineering services to engineer about half of its capital project portfolio
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on an annual basis. As part of its business practices, AEP oversees third-party contractors to ensure that
projects are implemented safely, on-time and within budget.
Transource will draw on AEP Transmission’s extensive knowledge and experience in Extra High
Voltage transmission projects in the oversight and management of the EPC Service Provider.
Specifically:
•

Transource will assign an internal AEP project manager to oversee the overall project
execution. This project manager will serve as the liaison between the EPC Service
Provider and AEP internal engineering, procurement, siting & environmental,
construction management, and safety resources which will support the Project. The
assigned project manager will be responsible for managing overall project costs,
schedules and adherence to internal AEP process and practices.

•

AEP Transmission Engineering will coordinate with the EPC Service Provider and conduct
a review of engineering deliverables related to the three engineering disciplines
indicated above. This will include initial and prearranged review of engineering and
design drawing packages throughout the engineering life cycle, review of equipment
and material specifications and participation in witness and acceptance testing. In
addition, AEP Transmission Engineering personnel will lend assistance to the EPC Service
Provider as required for construction support. AEP Transmission will maintain an
assigned engineering team to provide the services stated above and any engineering
support as required through project completion.

4.2.4 Procurement Plan & AEP Procurement Advantages
As discussed above, the EPC engagement will have the flexibility to leverage both the EPC
Service Provider’s procurement capabilities and AEP’s significant procurement advantages to achieve a
low cost for materials and ensure that goods and services are competitively priced and follow applicable
laws and regulations.
As one of the largest electric utilities in the country, AEP is able to leverage its size with both
material suppliers and labor contractors. AEP purchasing volumes across all of its operating companies
and joint ventures benefit from these economies of scale. AEP presence in the marketplace allows it to
realize the lowest total evaluated cost for materials. AEP has developed strong relationships with
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multiple suppliers and has approximately $1.0 billion of annual capital spend in transmission, which
enables AEP to negotiate favorable terms for pricing, delivery and other contract provisions.
The procurement process ensures bids are evaluated on a level playing field. Contracts for
materials and services are generally awarded on the basis of being the best value for AEP by providing
high quality, timely delivery and lowest possible cost.
AEP Procurement administers all Material Requests, Purchase Requisitions and Contract
Requisitions. AEP Procurement also exercises oversight and approval according to AEP policy, which
emphasizes fair, competitive bidding and technical and commercial qualification to assure the lowest
possible cost for quality goods and services.
The highest standards of personal conduct and business ethics are required of each AEP
employee involved in the procurement of equipment, material and services or who is in a position to
influence purchase decisions or business relationships with contractors or suppliers.

4.2.5 Operational Plan & Capabilities
Transource is flexible regarding Project operations, which can be provided via one of the
following approaches:
•

Transource can operate the new facilities directly using the capabilities of the AEP
Transmission Operations (“TOPS”) organization.

•

Transource can work with the incumbent transmission owner to facilitate their
operations of the new facilities.

The TOPS organization operates from a state-of-the-art System Control Center (SCC) located in
New Albany, Ohio. The SCC is staffed with NERC and PJM Certified Operators. Operator tools include a
State Estimator covering AEP’s eleven state transmission system, real-time contingency analysis, and
visualization and situational awareness tools. TOPS has a back-up control center that can be staffed and
fully functional within one hour from declaration of an emergency. AEP TOPS also operates five
Transmission Operations Centers, also staffed with NERC Certified personnel, who orchestrate
transmission switch orders and interface with field personnel. In 2012, TOPS completed approximately
18,000 switching jobs totaling over 200,000 switching steps with an accuracy rate exceeding 99.99%.
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4.2.6 Plan for Compliance with Standards
Transource will use the resources of AEP Transmission to ensure that the Project conforms to all
applicable standards and requirements from FERC, NERC, RFC, State Public Utility Commissions, OSHA
and other applicable organizations.
The Transmission Reliability Compliance department within AEP Transmission manages the
reliability compliance program for Transmission. This group administers the NERC Compliance
Monitoring and Enforcement Program and other related NERC compliance obligations; communicates
and educates to promote and maintain the desired culture of compliance and best practices in
reliability; and actively advocates for continuous improvement processes to be imbedded in daily
activities via internal controls, quality assurance, etc. This approach encourages the self-identification of
potential issues before they become a threat to the reliability of the Bulk Electric System.
AEP Transmission successfully completed a comprehensive RFC lead NERC compliance audit in
June of 2012. In addition to the scheduled NERC and RFC audits, Transmission Reliability Compliance
annually participates in two internal spot audits conducted by the Senior Vice President of Transmission
Grid Development and Portfolio Services. This is just one example of executive management’s
engagement and support for AEP’s compliance culture.
AEP Transmission is actively engaged in NERC’s Reliability Assurance Initiative approach which
promises to enhance the effectiveness of the NERC Compliance model to focus more on the reliability of
the electric system using a risk-based approach. To address third party responsibilities related to any
Operations and/or Maintenance associated with the Project, AEP Transmission will provide oversight of
such activities to ensure compliance with applicable standards.

4.2.7 Maintenance Plan and Capabilities
Transource plans to physically operate and maintain Project assets either by using Internal
Resources of AEP or by selecting a contract partner to provide the maintenance, switching and first
responder services for the proposed facilities.

4.2.7.1 Discussion of Internal Maintenance Resources
As an affiliate of AEP and GPE, Transource makes safety, reliability and service to customers top
priorities. Transource benefits from AEP’s comprehensive experience in the design, construction,
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maintenance and restoration of high-voltage power equipment in its maintenance activities. AEP
standards and practices meet or exceed applicable regulations and codes to ensure high service quality,
reliability and cost-effective maintenance. AEP also maintains reciprocal mutual assistance agreements
with other utilities to assist in restoration efforts after major storms. AEP restoration efforts to date
have set new standards for fast recovery after some of the worst storm events in recent history.
AEP transmission crews, stores and equipment are strategically located throughout the AEP
service territory to ensure that inspection and maintenance requirements are met and to provide the
optimum response time for all of the equipment under each crew’s responsibility.
Transource will also benefit from the spare equipment inventory of the entire AEP transmission
system. This minimizes the spare equipment that Transource must maintain as a stand-alone entity,
potentially provides access to a wider range of equipment, and significantly reduces the delivery time
compared to making a replacement equipment purchase from a supplier. For example, a spare
transformer from the AEP Indiana operating company was recently shipped to the AEP Oklahoma
operating company after a transformer in Oklahoma experienced problems. The ability to use a
transformer from the system spare equipment inventory reduced the time the equipment was not
available for service because purchasing a new replacement transformer would have necessitated a
longer lead time.
AEP system material inventory is also a significant benefit when performing major storm
restoration. The diversity of AEP operating areas typically limits system-wide exposure to major storms,
so when a storm impacts one region, materials and supplies can be accessed from other regions, which
can improve the speed in which restoration occurs. For example, AEP’s eastern operating companies
experienced a derecho 2 storm on June 29, 2012, that impacted over 260 transmission circuits, over 420
transmission stations, and more than 500 transmission poles, causing almost 1.5 million customer
outages. Due to ongoing AEP transmission construction and maintenance activities, construction
materials already in inventory were used during the restoration. Without the availability of the existing
inventory, outside material suppliers would have been challenged to supply the needed materials as

2

A derecho is a widespread, long-lived, straight-line windstorm that is associated with a fast-moving band

of severe thunderstorms. Straight-line winds produced by these storms can exceed 100 miles per hour.
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quickly. The existing inventory, combined with outstanding relationships with AEP material suppliers,
prevented material issues from hindering the restoration of this unprecedented storm.

4.2.7.2 Discussion of External Maintenance Resources
Under the option to use a third party service provider, that partner must have a physical
presence in the mid-Atlantic region, a reputation for performing quality work and ability to respond
expediently to operational issues. AEP has contacted both MYR Group and Quanta Services and is
satisfied that both would be capable of performing this work and would submit a bid to perform these
services should Transource win this Project contract. Appendices B and C contain letters from MYR
Group and Quanta Services expressing their interest and capability to perform these services.
Both Quanta Services and MYR Group are large electrical contracting companies with years of
experience providing services to the utility industry. Both firms have a national presence via multiple
subsidiaries and are nationally known for providing quality services. Additionally, AEP has long standing
working relationships with both companies for construction activities on the AEP system. These
contractors have passed the AEP contractor qualification process, which includes a rigorous review of
past safety performance and current safety program.
During the construction phase of the Project, Transource will formally request bids for providing
both maintenance and first responder services. The successful bidder will be required to adhere to AEP’s
rigorous and comprehensive asset maintenance practices. This ensures the assets are maintained to
meet all relevant NERC Reliability Standards and are completed using sound, proven utility practices.
The bid process ensures these services will be provided at a competitive cost and provides an
opportunity for local utilities to also bid for these services. In addition, AEP Transmission will have the
capability to supplement these crews should a situation arise that requires additional resources.
Transource will select a quality firm having regionally-located resources that can safely and
efficiently operate and maintain the facilities using proven AEP Transmission maintenance practices.
The AEP Transmission Field Services organization will provide the planning, oversight and auditing of the
operations and maintenance work to ensure it follows AEP practices and industry standards to provide
reliable operation of the facilities.
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4.2.8 AEP Contractor Qualification, Safety and Approval
As discussed above, Transource expects to contract with an EPC Service Provider for elements of
the execution plan for the Project and, potentially, another third party for routine and first-responder
maintenance activities. In each case, Transource will employ the contractor selection, oversight
practices and resources of AEP Transmission. This Proposal specifically references three potential
service providers: Burns & McDonnell, MYR Group and Quanta Services. Each of these companies is
qualified by AEP Transmission using the practices described below.
AEP anticipates using only contractors on its list of approved contractors. To qualify, all
contractors are assessed on their commitment to safety and health via a thorough review of their safety
program, past experiences, policies and procedures.
To be considered for the approved contractor list, contractors must register with AEP
Transmission and provide operational and financial data, three years of OSHA Records and their
Experience Modification Rate (“EMR”). AEP requires a contractor to sustain an OSHA Recordable Rate of
3.0 or lower and 1.0 or lower on their EMR.
If the contractor meets minimum requirements, the contractor’s safety program, ability to
provide necessary equipment and ability to do the work are reviewed in detail by AEP safety and
transmission construction professionals. The depth of the review is based on the type of work to be
performed, often requiring 8 to 12 hours of comprehensive, face-to-face meetings. The following types
of work require this comprehensive, on-site review at the contractor’s headquarters:
•

Electrical construction and maintenance

•

Crane required work

•

Excavating

•

Working from heights

•

Land clearing and tree trimming

AEP Transmission generally approves new vendors on their suitability in the following areas:
•

Ability to provide sufficient resources (qualified personnel, knowledge, equipment, special
procedures)

•

Overall cost-effectiveness

•

Existing relationships with other vendor and suppliers
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•

Conformance to AEP Transmission safety culture
All approved vendors must be qualified according to the above criteria and demonstrate

conformance to the AEP Transmission safety culture.
Since a portion of the Project involves working underwater, Transource expects the contracted
vendor to secure the services of qualified diving and other personnel for that portion of the work. Due
to the specialized qualifications required for this work, contractor qualification will involve emphasis on
compliance with applicable OSHA standards (1910 subpart T) and consensus standards like those of the
Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI). All equipment and personnel certificates will be
sent for review prior to commencing any work. In addition, all safety procedures, including emergency
action and safe diving procedures will be reviewed by AEP. Other procedures and/or expectations can
be established as the work progresses.
4.2.8.1 Sub-contractors
AEP Transmission understands that contractors may ‘sub out’ a portion of the work in certain
circumstances. This is acceptable provided the sub-contractor initially meets the OSHA 3.0 and EMR 1.0
requirements stated above and the AEP Transmission-approved contractor submits the requisite three
years of information to AEP Transmission prior to the sub-contractor commencing work.
In all cases, AEP Transmission expects sub-contractors to meet the same requirements AEP
Transmission used to approve the contractor. The contactor may request a waiver to a specific safety
requirement, but the contractor must provide satisfactory information on how they otherwise protect
their employees in that area of safety.
Each contractor employed by AEP Transmission must abide by specific Supplemental Safety
Terms and Conditions, which specify the particulars of these methods, in addition to the General Terms
and Conditions of the contract.
4.2.8.2 Monitoring
Execution of contractor policies and procedures is verified by observation in the field. AEP
Transmission uses the following methods to ensure contractors maintain standards consistent with the
AEP safety culture values:
•

Training requirements
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•

Drug and Alcohol Testing

•

Firearms, alcohol and drug policies

•

Station entry and switch yard entry restrictions

•

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) standards

•

Task Hazard/Job briefing requirements

•

Monthly safety reporting requirements

•

Contractor safety representative requirements

4.2.8.3 Incident Reporting and Analysis
AEP requires the contractor to report any safety and health related event. These events include
the following:
•

OSHA recordable injuries

•

First aid injury

•

Interruption of service (outage)

•

Vehicle accident

•

Equipment event

•

Material handling event

•

Environmental issues, spills

•

Dig-in

•

Near-miss

Incident reporting is made via a web-based AEP Transmission Contractor Safety Portal.
Contractors are expected to submit event reports within 48 hours.
The contractor is also expected to perform an appropriate investigation and analysis of each
reported event. This requirement allows the contractor to determine how to address these events and
implement a plan to eliminate or mitigate the situation from recurring. In turn, AEP Transmission can
share this information accordingly with other contractors.
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4.2.8.4 AEP Safety Success
AEP Transmission measures safety performance in Lost Time Rate (“LTR”) and Total Recordable
Rate (“TRR”). While AEP Transmission safety performance has always been good in the LTR and TRR, two
of the last three years were particularly strong - below 1.0 in total recordable rate (Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-2 AEP Safety Rates

4.3

EPC Provider Responsibilities

Transource anticipates executing other aspects of the Project in collaboration with a qualified,
low cost EPC Service Provider. Transource expects to work with the selected EPC Service Provider, and,
potentially, other qualified service providers, on additional critical services to deliver the project on time
and on budget, including permitting, siting, environmental and ROW acquisition.
The selected EPC service provider will have significant experience in both overhead and
underwater line transmission projects and will be experienced in executing projects in New Jersey and
the surrounding areas.
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The Project Conceptual Study, included in this Proposal as Attachment 2, contains the unique
attributes of the Project, and a project schedule that lays out the expected sequence and timing of the
project implementation plan. The selected EPC service provider will have experience that matches this
implementation plan, including but not limited to the following:
•

Engineering Capabilities:
- Overhead Transmission
- Underground and Underwater Transmission
- Substations
- Protection and control
- Civil/Structural
- Design-Build/EPC
- Distribution
- SCADA
- Telecommunications

•

Procurement Capabilities

•

Permitting, Routing, and Siting Capabilities

•

Project Management and Construction Capabilities
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Appendix A: Burns & McDonnell Project Resources, Capabilities
and Experience
Engineering Capabilities
Burns & McDonnell performs engineering services for numerous clients on a wide variety of
overhead and underground transmission projects. These services include project management, design,
and construction management from 69 kV through 765 kV. Projects range from simple structure
relocation to large, complex international projects for both AC and DC systems. Over 1,000
professionals consisting of engineers, designers, detailers, scientist, routing experts, planners, cost
controllers, schedulers and construction managers currently support Burns & McDonnell’s T&D projects.
Burns & McDonnell’s Transmission & Distribution services include the following engineering
design categories:
•

Overhead Transmission

•

Underground Transmission

•

Substations

•

Civil/Structural

•

Design-Build/EPC

•

Program Management

•

Distribution

•

Industrial

•

Electrical System Studies

•

SCADA

•

Telecommunications
Appendix D provides project descriptions for recent engagements that included engineering

services provided by Burns & McDonnell in the Project region.

Procurement Capabilities
Burns & McDonnell performs purchasing management in-house by experienced, qualified
procurement professionals who adhere to established and proven procurement policies and procedures.
The objective is that materials and services will be available at the time, place, quantity, quality, and
price consistent with the needs of Burns & McDonnell and its Client.

1

Appendix A

Project procurement activities generally include supplier sourcing and qualification, preparation
and issuance of bid documents, tabulation and evaluation of supplier proposals, contract negotiations,
development of purchase recommendations, issuance and administration of purchase orders,
expediting administration, source inspection planning and coordination and tracking of equipment and
material deliveries.
Project specific procurement plans are developed to support the development, approval,
issuance, and administration of purchase orders and various contracts. Project procurement teams
work closely with engineering and, as required, with project management, project controls, and
construction project professionals throughout the project duration.

Permitting, Routing and Siting Capabilities
Burns & McDonnell is a leader in transmission line routing, environmental and permitting
studies and has successfully permitted some of the most controversial and challenging national and
regional projects since the 1970s. Burns & McDonnell has performed route selection and environmental
study projects for more than 15,000 miles of electrical transmission lines, ranging in voltage from 69 kV
to 765 kV. The routing and permitting staff has performed more than 600 major environmental studies
throughout the United States. This experience includes the states of Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New Jersey, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Burns & McDonnell’s growing staff of environmental specialists, archeologists and engineers has
the experience to meet the full range of permitting requirements for electrical transmission facilities
with appropriately designed studies and applications.
The staff of terrestrial biologists, aquatic ecologists, wetland scientists, and botanists prepares
studies and applications for Section 401, 402, and 404 of the Clean Water Act and perform surveys to be
compliant with Section 7 regarding threatened and endangered species. Burns & McDonnell performs
Section 10 permitting for the River and Harbors Act and can address compliance with Section 106 of the
Historic Preservation Act. Burns & McDonnell prepares Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans
(SWPPP) and monitors during construction to assure compliance with various environmental
commitments made during the routing and permitting phase of projects. Burns & McDonnell can also
provide services related to NEPA, including an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or the shorter
Environmental Assessment (EA).
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Burns & McDonnell right-of-way acquisition specialists have successfully handled large and
mega-scale projects nationwide since the group was formed in 1998 due to the complexity of land
acquisition and right-of-way initiatives in support of large-scale electrical transmission projects. Burns &
McDonnell has successful and longstanding relationships conducting projects ranging from 69 kV to 765
kV transmission.
An experience matrix and project descriptions for Burns & McDonnell’s recent routing, siting
and ROW experience in the Project region, and a matrix of Burns & McDonnell’s recent permitting
experience in the New Jersey area are included in this appendix.

Project Management and Construction Capabilities
Burns & McDonnell’s Transmission & Distribution Global Practice (T&D) is responsible for
managing and executing electrical transmission projects. The T&D Global Practice employs
approximately 650 Project Managers, Engineers, Designers, and Detailers, 250 Construction
Management, Procurement Superintendents, Inspection, and Project Controls personnel, and 100
Permitting and Geotechnical, System Studies and Support Staff.
This team of professionals will use a vast array of available project management knowledge,
engineering tools, schedule and cost management resources, permitting expertise, construction
equipment and human resources to complete challenging projects. Established processes and
procedures are in place to ensure superior engineering and construction results.
Burns & McDonnell professionals understand the EPC process and the unique engineering and
construction challenges they can bring, often working under tight schedule requirements.
Burns & McDonnell has built a network of suppliers and construction partners that regularly
support ongoing projects. Burns & McDonnell may subcontract some construction activities,
geotechnical investigation, surveying, and other specialty items to firms familiar with the Client and/or
the project location. Generally, this is executed on a subcontracted basis, but may involve sharing the
risk/reward structure with a subcontractor on very large projects.
When Burns & McDonnell seeks subcontractors or partners, a commitment to safety is a critical
component in the evaluations. With respect to safety, the Burns & McDonnell team has a strong culture
and this commitment to safety is a fundamental element brought to its client’s projects. Safety is
managed at the highest level of the program.
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Underwater / Underground Construction Experience & Capabilities
For submarine transmission projects, it is common industry practice for the cable manufacturer
to perform the detailed engineering and oversee the construction and installation of the submarine
cables. Burns & McDonnell works with these manufacturers regularly and has great relationships with
the major submarine cable suppliers.
Burns & McDonnell’s Underground Department within the T&D Global Practice is responsible
for designing and constructing underground high voltage transmission facilities, including underwater
projects. The Underground Department is comprised of three electrical engineers, one mechanical
engineer, and five civil engineers.
Burns & McDonnell has been involved in numerous submarine transmission projects and
understands the challenges and complexities associated with designing and building such projects.
Burns & McDonnell’s recent submarine experience in the Project area includes the following:
•

Preparation of a submarine cable study which included installation methods and budgetary
costs for an alternative to a bridge-attached cable system in the Mid-Atlantic area.

•

Preparation of a submarine cable alternative to a land-based cable in the New England area.

•

Extensive involvement in preparing a Joint Venture proposal for an offshore wind farm in the
New England area.
Based on this experience and the relationships with cable manufacturers, Burns & McDonnell

uses the cable manufacturers’ experience to aid in the design of the submarine transmission system.
Due to the specialized nature of submarine systems and the limited number of manufacturers, this is a
very common design approach for submarine cable systems. Several of the major submarine cable
manufacturers self-perform the installation using their specialized vessels. To ensure all aspects of the
cable system and installation are accounted for, Burns & McDonnell will also coordinate with the
manufacturer’s installation experts to ensure that the route selected is appropriate for their installation
equipment.
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Project Information

Endangered &
Threatened Species
Assessment

Public Involvement

Expert Testimony

Visual Assessment

•

Federal/State
Permitting

Cultural Resource
Assessment

•

Mitigation
Recommendations

Socioeconomic
Assessment

Wetland Delineation

Alternatives Analysis

Vegetation Survey

Certificate of Public
Convenience &
Necessity

Environmental Impact
Statement

•

•

•

•

Environmental
Assessment

•

•

Routing Study

•

•

Year

•

Location

•

Length (Miles)

PROJECT
Columbia County Transmission Project
NYSEG
Interstate Reliability Project
Northeast Utilities
West Orange - McCarter (UG)
PSE&G
Gloucester - Cuthbert Blvd - Camden (UG)
PSE&G
Greater Springfield Reliability Project
Northeast Utilities
Glenbrook Cables Project
Northeast Utilities
500 kV Substation Project
Confidential Client
Central Connecticut Reliability Project
Northeast Utilities
Hartford Cables Project
Northeast Utilities
Glenbrook Substation
CL&P
Linden-Bayonne-South Waterfront
PSE&G
Linden-Hudson
PSE&G
Norwalk Substation
CL&P
Parkview-Mott Haven
Consolidated Edison Company of New York
Middletown-Norwalk
Northeast Utilities System

Scope of Study Services

Voltage (kV)

TRANSMISSION LINE
ROUTING, ENVIRONMENTAL
AND PERMITTING
EXPERIENCE MATRIX

Type of Report

115

11

NY

Ongoing

•

•

345

38

CT

Ongoing

•

230

6

NJ

Ongoing

•

•

•

•

230

11

NJ

Ongoing

•

•

•

•

345

35

CT, MA

2013

•

•

•

115

9

CT

2008

•

•

•

500/230

n/a

PA

2007

345

36

CT

2007

•

•

115

7

CT

2007

•

•

115/345

n/a

CT

2006

230

8

NJ

2006

•

•

230

11

NJ

2006

•

•

115/345

n/a

CT

2006

138

5

NY

2006

•

345

70

CT

2003

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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•

Englishtown to Wyckoff
New Jersey

Project Dates
2013

Project Description

Services Provided
• Construction Compliance Monitoring
• Erosion and Sediment Control Inspections
• Protected Species Permitting Compliance
• Wetland Permitting Compliance
• Cultural Resource Permitting Compliance
• Best Management Practice (BMP)
Inspection
• Highway Occupancy Permit
• Stormwater Permitting
• Preconstruction Sensitive Area Sweeps
• Construction Tailboard Meeting Preparation
• Public and Community Relations
• Real Estate Right-of-Entry and Easement
Agreement Nogotiation
Beginning in January 2013, Burns & McDonnell began
providing on-site environmental compliance inspections
related to the 3.3 miles of rebuilding 230 kV transmission
line work. The Environmental Studies & Permitting team
provided environmental field monitoring support to the
construction effort with respect to regulatory compliance
issues involving erosion and sediment control, stormwater,
wetlands, protected species and cultural resources.
A Highway Occupancy Permit was required from the New
Jersey Department of Transportation for crossing over NJ33.
Stormwater Pollution Protection Plan (SWPPP)
permitting was required for land disturbances related to
project activities. Access road permits were required to
provide access to perform the construction services, and
proper erosion and sediment control BMPs were
implemented and maintained throughout the duration of
the construction effort.
Public and community relations were provided in
coordination with local municipalities prior to
commencement of construction efforts. Individual land
owners were contacted and negotiated with for temporary
access easements and Right-of-Way for existing
agreements on both the construction effort and
maintenance of the transmission line over time.
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500-kV Substation Substation Site Evaluations
Mifflin and Huntingdon Counties, Pennsylvania

Completion Date
On-going
Cost
$225,000
Services Provided
• Site Evaluations
• Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment
• Cultural Resource
Investigations and
Consultations
• Threatened & Endangered
Species Review and
Consultations
• Wetland Identification,
Delineations, Agency
Correspondence, Permitting
• Site Access and Heavy Haul
Route Evaluation
• Engineering Design
• Feasibility Studies
• Land Survey Coordination
• Geotech Coordination
• Permitting
• E&SCP Development and
Permitting

Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc. (Burns & McDonnell) completed a
variety of engineering and environmental services for multiple sites that were
evaluated for the development of a 500-kilovolt (kV) substation in Mifflin County or
Huntingdon County in Pennsylvania. For the initial phase of the Project Burns &
McDonnell completed preliminary site evaluations, environmental studies and agency
consultations, permit reviews, engineering design, estimated development costs, and
schedules for each site.
The site evaluations were completed to determine if there were potential
environmental fatal flaws or significant development concerns. The evaluations
consisted of a desktop review of each site, including review of wetlands, protected
species, cultural resources, floodplains, sensitive areas, proximity to noise receptors,
access, and permitting. Preliminary engineering was also completed while considering
potential environmental constraints. For one of the proposed sites, an on-site field visit
was completed as part of the evaluation.
For the second phase of the project, a 100-acre site near McVeytown, as part of this
phase Burns & McDonnell completed a variety of additional environmental studies,
obtained permits, completed engineering designs, and coordinated land survey,
geotech, and heavy haul route evaluation services. The environmental studies and
permitting services included a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), wetland
delineation, Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) on-line review for
protected species, habitat assessment for the federally endangered Indiana bat, and
cultural resources review, including a field survey and photograph documentation and
review of residential structures in the general project area. Agency consultations were
conducted with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission (PHMC), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and
Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC). A state wetlands permit and a National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit were obtained from the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) for the project. The
NPDES permit included the preparation of a significant erosion and sediment control
plan (E&SCP) that was coordinated with the PADEP and the Mifflin County
Conservation District. The E&SCP focused on infiltration rather than runoff as a
result of the project being located between two PADEP designated high quality
streams.
Project Features
• 500-kV Substation
• Strategic Site Location
• Extensive E&SCP Efforts
Project Background and Description
The client was seeking to develop a suitable site that could immediately host a 500-kV
substation. The sites that were evaluated and designed as part of the study were
provided by the client. After site evaluations were completed, the client selected the
McVeytown site for development. It was a 100-acre site where the project footprint,
including site drainages, access, detention basins, etc., consisted of approximately 23
acres of the site. The site was challenging to develop because it was located between
and in relatively close proximity to two designated high quality streams.
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Southern Reinforcement Project
230-kV Transmission Lines
New Jersey

Completion Date
Ongoing
Services Provided
• Conceptual Feasibility Study
• GIS
• Permitting & Mitigation
Review
• Transmission and Substation
Analysis

Project Summary
Burns & McDonnell is the program manager for a set of 230-kV overhead and
underground transmissions lines including new and rebuilt lines in southern New
Jersey. Burns & McDonnell managed the siting and routing of 16 miles of new
underground transmission lines in Camden County and 6 miles of new underground
transmission lines in Essex County. Burns & McDonnell is responsible for
development, field review and analysis of potential routes for the project. Burns &
McDonnell developed evaluation criteria, analyzed potential routes and prepared a
report documenting the preferred and alternative routes. The project is currently in
engineering design and is expected to begin construction by the end of the year.
.
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Linden – Bayonne – Waterfront and
Linden to Hudson
Newark, New Jersey

Completion Date
2006
Cost
Total Cost of Project
–
Routing and
Environmental: $50,000
– Engineering: $150,000
Services Provided
• Technology Assessment
• Feasibility Study
• Routing Study
• Design Study
• Cost Estimates

Project Summary
Burns & McDonnell conducted a technology review and routing study for new
electrical transmission facilities in Newark, New Jersey. The proposed project
included a review of existing overhead, underground and under-sea technologies,
development of alternative routes, and the associated estimated costs.
Project Background and Description
The client proposed the construction of new 230-kV transmission line facilities in the
Newark area as part of efforts to increase system reliability and stabilize the overall
electrical system. The project was proposed by PJM, the regional transmission
organization, and included either a new line from the Linden Substation, located at the
Linden Generating Station to its Waterfront Substation or a new line from the Linden
Substation to the Hudson Substation, located at the Hudson Generating Station. As
part of the Linden to Waterfront line, a connection to the Bayonne Substation was to
be considered due to the likely proximity of the a new line to this existing substation.
Regardless of the line option selected, the proposed project would require a crossing of
the Hackensack or Passaic Rivers, or Newark Bay. Alternatives considered included
underground, overhead, and submarine routes, as well as use of two or all three
alternatives in combination. Use of submarine cable was ultimately eliminated due to
plans to deepen Newark Bay and the costs associated with placing the cable in bedrock
and navigating through shipwreck areas. Some of the more straightforward
alternatives involved crossing into New York for a short distance, then back into New
Jersey. These alternatives were also eliminated due to feasibility concerns associated
with the client not serving customers in New York and potential concerns about the
ability to acquire right-of-way or use New York roadways.
Ultimately, a network of alternative routes was developed to take advantage of the
limited opportunities in the area and avoid the many routing constraints. Opportunities
were generally limited to the suitability of some area roadways and some available
existing rights-of-way through double circuiting or overbuilding of existing
transmission and distribution lines. Routing constraints in the area were many and
significant. Routing constraints included Newark Liberty International Airport, the
Port of Newark, extensive tank farm areas, the New Jersey Turnpike (much of which is
elevated in the project area) and numerous interchanges, and crossings of the
Hackensack and Passaic River, all of which were complicated by dense industrial,
commercial, and residential development throughout the study area.
Because of the numerous constraints and design challenges they created, the
evaluation of alternatives was primarily based on technical feasibility and
constructability. Several feasible routes were identified for each project option. All
combined overhead and underground sections were evaluated to balance the need to
control cost with the need to address routing constraints, such as airport clearance
requirements, ship channel clearances, and limited right-of-way availability.
Recommendations for route alignments were presented and associated cost estimates
were prepared and provided to the client for consideration and discussion with PJM.
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Multiple EPC Projects
New Jersey

Completion Date
On-Going
Services Provided
• Engineering
• Procurement
• Construction
• Testing & Commissioning
• Construction Management

Project Summary
Burns & McDonnell is engaged in a number of EPC projects in the New Jersey
area. To facilitate aggressive project schedules, the client has selected Burns &
McDonnell to provide an EPC approach to allow parallel scoping, preliminary
design, development of licensing and permitting packages (municipal site plan,
NJDCA, NJDEP, and other various local permits), detailed engineering,
procurement, and construction activities cutting months from the typical project
cycle. This has resulted in continual on-time energization schedules working under
critical outage windows. Burns & McDonnell works closely with its client to prequalify and select subcontractors and suppliers which include a combination of
vendors familiar to either or both firms. Recent projects include the following:
Bergenfield Substation
230/69/13-kV Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) project. Working with the client and
their GIS vendors, Burns & McDonnell designed, procured, and installed the
Bergenfield Substation facilities including the site development and GIS building.
The 230kV and 69kV GIS equipment were installed by the GIS vendors. The work
included the installation of (2) three phase 230/13-kV transformers and (1) three
phase 230/69-kV autotransformer; a masonry GIS building with the control room as
a second floor over the 69kV GIS equipment; (1) twelve cubical 13kV switchgear,
(2) 230kV high pressure fluid filled (HPFF) underground riser structures, (3) 69kV
XLPE riser structures including station light, and power transformers; oil
containment for the transformers; and protection and controls for the new
substation and associated 230kV and 69kV lines.
Mountain Avenue Substation
A green field substation design for a new 69kV seven (7) breaker ring bus. The
project included three (3) line positions, three (3) 69/13-kV unit sub positions, one
(1) capacitor bank position, 69-kV circuit switchers, 69-kV disconnect switches,
69-kV reactors, CCVTs, lightning arresters, lighting, grounding, cable trench, a
new control house with relay panels and AC & DC system. Burns & McDonnell
engineered the station as well as procured equipment for the project and support
construction.
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Multiple EPC Projects
(continued)

Metuchen Switching Station
Metuchen Switching Station was a 230/138/26kV switching station where the
230kV was operated as a three breaker ring bus. The 230kV station was required to
be converted to a three and a half bay breaker-and-a-half. Seven (7) new breakers
were added, including the installation of two new line positions and two new
transformer positions. Two 230/26-11kV three phase transformers were installed to
replaced two existing banks of 138/26-11kV single phase transformers. Two
230kV 1000 MCM solid dielectric (XLPE) circuits were installed between the
230kV and 26kV yards, as well as one circuit of dual 5000 MCM 230kV XLPE
(per phase) for a run within the 230kV yard. Burns & McDonnell designed and
procured equipment for the station expansion project as well as supported
construction as needed.
Lawrence Switching Station
Lawrence Switching Station’s 230kV yard was expanded from four (4) breakers to
eleven (11) breakers and converted to a 230kV ring bus arrangement. Multiple line
and transformer positions were relocated in the station for a more reliable
configuration. A 230kV mobile capacitor bank was relocated from Aldene
Switching Station to Lawrence Switching Station. Two 230kV 1000 MCM solid
dielectric cable (XLPE) circuits were installed to feed existing 230/26kV
transformers. The existing control house was expanded to install new relay and
control racks for the 230kV yard equipment. Burns & McDonnell designed and
supported procurement for the station expansion.
Bennett’s Lane Network Upgrades
The Bennett’s Lane network upgrades included engineering, procurement, and
construction support for the upgrades of existing customer substations for 3M and
J&J facilities from 26kV service to 69kV service, including installation of 69kV
breakers, transformers, CCVTs, and protective relaying including a new control
enclosure. Burns & McDonnell coordinated with the client as well as the customers
to provide the best design for both the utility and the end user of the substation.
Transmission Life Cycle (TLC) Program
The Transmission Life Cycle Program consists of replacing existing equipment
with new equipment throughout the Metro/Palisades Divisions. The replacement of
this equipment is due to an aging equipment replacement initiative. Equipment
being replaced consists of wavetraps, CTs, PTs, relays, breakers, disconnect
switches and circuit breakers ranging from 138kV to 230kV. The TLC program is
a three year commitment (2011, 12 & 13).
The TLC program is being executed using a full EPC setup. BMcD does the full
design, procures all materials for the project, and hires a subcontractor to perform
the construction and commissioning of the replaced equipment.
To date, BMcD has replaced equipment in more than 12 different substations.
Stimulus II Program
The Stimulus II Program consists of replacing existing relays with new digital
relays in the client’s 26kV system throughout the Metro/Palisades Divisions. The
replacement of this equipment is due to an aging equipment replacement initiative.
The Stimulus II program is being executed using an engineering only format.
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BMcD provides all engineering design for the replacement of the relays under the
program. To date, BMcD has replaced equipment under this program in more than
10 different stations.
Cox’s Corner Switching Station
Cox’s Corner Switching Station was required to be converted from a four breaker,
one transformer, four line station to a full breaker-and-a-half station including the
installation of two 230-kV capacitor banks. Seven (7) new breakers and one (1)
new 230/13-kVtransformer were also installed. Multiple line relocations were
required within the station, which required extremely complex outage sequencing.
Additionally, all existing line and breaker relaying and instrumentation were
replaced as part of the project. BMcD’s engineering and procurement services
proved crucial to the success and on-time energization of the project.
Linden Switching Station -230-kV Yard
At the Linden Switching Station, the existing 230-kV switching station required
reconfiguration and replacement of multiple disconnect switches and relays. Three
(3) sets of primary, back-up, and communication line relays, seven (7) disconnect
switches, three (3) CCVTs were replaced, in addition to relocation of one of the
transmission lines entering the station on a new monopole. Despite multiple
required scope changes and dealing with a half-completed five-year-old project at
the station, the project was completed and energized on schedule and within budget.
26-kV Breaker Replacement Program
Throughout five (5) different substations, BMcD had full EPC responsibility
including testing and commissioning responsibilities for eighteen (18) 26-kV
breaker replacements. The client required replacement of 26-kV breakers with new
69-kV breakers, requiring complex design requirements and calculations, as well as
unique construction requirements, to fit the larger breakers within existing box
structures and smaller footprints. The schedule was extremely aggressive, with
each breaker design being done in a few weeks and each replacement being done in
five days or less.
Linden Switching Station – 138-kV Yard
At the Linden Switching Station, the existing 138-kV switching station had
multiple undersized breakers and disconnect switches that required immediate
replacement. A very aggressive schedule required by the owner required five (5)
breakers and nineteen (19) disconnect replacements within six months of project
award. BMcD’s full service engineer-procure-construct allowed the project to be
completed and energized on schedule. Following completion of this work, the
owner was satisfied enough that an additional one (1) breaker and three (3)
disconnect switches replacements in the same fashion were requested.
Class H Transformer & SCADA Replacement Program
At various stations throughout the the client’s system, either 230/13-kV or 138/13kV, transformer replacements have been designed and installed by BMcD. The
replacement of this equipment is due to the client’s aging equipment replacement
initiative. The replacement projects also include the replacement of the high side
230-kV Live Tank Breakers as well as 230kV Line Disconnect Switches. The
projects include the installation of a SCADA system at each station along with
comprehensive transformer modeling, through-fault monitoring & protection,
digital alarming, and real-time measurement of critical transformer parameters.
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The transformer replacement projects are executed using a full EPC setup. BMcD
hires and coordinates the subcontracts for the following activities:
• Civil contract that includes the replacement of all foundations and the
installation of oil containment pits for each transformer.
• Electrical Contract that includes the assembly of the transformer, oil
processing and filling of the transformer, installation of conduits, cables,
connectors, and installation and wiring of all relay racks.
• Testing Contract that includes the daily coordination of all controls work,
the commissioning services, and the final testing services for all control
work.
To date, a total of eight transformers have been installed or are in the process of
design and installation. Over the next two years, the client expects a total of thirty
of these transformer replacement projects to be executed.
Southampton Substation
A complete station upgrade project from 26-kV to 69-kV. The project included the
addition and/or modification of all relaying and equipment for upgrading the
substation to 69-kV. Some of the additional equipment included: three (3) 69-kV
breakers, one (1) 69/13-kV three-phase transformer, 69-kV circuit switchers, 69-kV
disconnect switches, CCVTs, lightning arresters, lighting, grounding, cable trench,
relay panels and DC system. Additionally, two (2) line positions were modified in
order to accommodate the 69-kV lines. Studies were completed for the battery
system and the lightning protection system as part of the project. Final reports were
issued to the Owner.
Lumberton Substation
The project included installing a 230-kV line tap for Line T-2246 with associated
disconnect switches and live tank breakers to facilitate expansion and upgrade of
the existing 69-kV yard including a new bus tie breaker and 230/69-kV autotransformer.
Medford Substation
The project included installing line and ground disconnect switches to convert the
existing 69-kV capacitor position to a capacitor/line position. Existing line N-612
was relocated to the new 30K line/capacitor terminal and the new SouthamptonMedford line was connected to the existing 22K line position (previously N-612).
Bayway Switching Substation
At the Bayway Switching Station the existing 138-kV W-1323 transmission line
that ran from Federal Square to Linden Generating Station was to be split and
terminated at Bayway Switching Station. With the new line added to the Station
the existing Ring Bus was upgraded to 3000 amps. This required the
replacements/upgrades of twelve (12) 138-kV disconnect switches and four (4)138kV breakers.
Essex Switching Station
A 138-kV reactor bypass project to increase system transfer capability. Due to
space constraints, single-phase candlestick power circuit breakers were installed
immediately adjacent to 138-kV series reactors. Due to poor soils, clearance issues,
and limited outage times; a helical pile system with spread footer foundations were
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utilized. Each new breaker was installed, wired, high-voltage connections made,
and commissioned within a one-week period.
Burlington Substation
A substation controls upgrade/retrofit project. Due to a coming generating facility
demolition project containing substation controls, an existing 26-kV substation
protection and controls system servicing 18 feeder, transformer, and tie breakers
required replacement. Burns & McDonnell provided a single-piece 16’ x 50’
control enclosure complete with relay panels, and AC/DC systems. Abandoned
transformer pads were used which required close coordination with the enclosure
manufacturer. New cable trench was installed throughout the substation serving as
the backbone of the raceway system from the enclosure to existing breakers,
instrument transformers, and station service equipment.
Branchburg Switching Station
500/230-kV autotransformer replacement project. With existing derated
transformer banks and increasing transfer capacity demands, two banks of 500/230kV autotransformers were scheduled for replacement. Working with the client and
their transformer vendors, Burns & McDonnell designed, procured, and installed all
adjacent facilities to support the replacement project. Each bank was allowed a five
week outage. Within that timeframe and working nights, weekends, and holidays;
the following work was performed -- existing transformers removed from the pads,
existing rock removed, containment liners added, new conduit and grounding
added, jacking pads modified, new units set and assembled, new rock installed,
high voltage connections made, low voltage cables terminated, protection system
upgraded, and all components tested and commissioned.
Branchburg Switching Station
230-kV Ring Bus Upgrade. In conjunction with the transformer replacement
projects to increase capacity of Branchburg Switching Station, Burns & McDonnell
upgraded the 230-kV ring bus configuration to handle this additional capacity. The
bus ring was upgraded to meet a substantial 4000A continuous and 50kA shortcircuit rating. Burns & McDonnell designed, procured, and installed all new
equipment required including replacing five (5) circuit breakers, fourteen (14)
disconnect switches, CCVT’s, surge arresters, bus, insulators, and other high
voltage equipment.
New Freedom Switching Station
500kV Line Addition. Burns & McDonnell designed, procured, and installed a new
line position in the first 500kV breaker and a half bay and adding the center breaker
to the fourth 500kV bay. The work included the installation of two (2) 500-kV
circuit breakers in the 500-kV yard; 500-kV Line A-frame dead-end; The three
existing line positions were all moved one position to avoid crossing 500kV line
just outside of the substation. This required replacement and additional relays to
support the new lines and breakers.
Branchburg Switching Station
Branchburg 230kV Line Addition and Ring Bus Expansion
230-kV Ring Bus Expansion and Line Addition. Burns & McDonnell expanded the
230-kV ring bus configuration to handle an additional line position and split an
existing capacitor bank from an existing line position. Burns & McDonnell
designed, procured, and installed all new equipment required including two (2) new
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circuit breakers, eleven (11) disconnect switches at three different locations,
CCVT’s, surge arresters, bus, insulators, and other high voltage equipment. Burns
& McDonnell also upgraded the relaying for nine (9) line positions and one (1)
capacitor bank on at four different substations to accommodate for new
transmission line routing.
New Freedom Switching Station
500/230-kV autotransformer bank addition project. Working with the client and
their transformer vendors, Burns & McDonnell designed, procured, and installed all
adjacent facilities to support the addition of a fourth transformer bank. The work
included the installation of three single phase 500/230-kV autotransformers;
addition of a new bay including two (2) 500-kV circuit breakers in the 500-kV
yard; one (1) 230-kV circuit breaker in an existing bay in the 230-kV yard;
replacement of two (2) over-dutied 230-kV circuit breakers; a new station, light,
and power transformer and switchgear; 500-kV and 230-kV A-frames; oil
containment for the new bank; and several replacement and additional relays to
support the new bank and breakers.
Miscellaneous Projects
Other miscellaneous projects include breaker, switch, and circuit switcher
replacements; line terminal upgrades; and other retrofit and new construction.
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The Susquehanna-Roseland Project
New Jersey

Completion Date
June, 2015
Cost
$750 million
Services Provided
 Program Management

Project Summary
Burns & McDonnell was selected to provide Program Management services for a
portion of the Susquehanna-Roseland 230-kV/500-kV Transmission Line Project and a
capacitor bank addition project at the Cedar Grove Switching Station.
Burns & McDonnell is providing a core management team and professional staff (up to
18 full time people at peak) to directly provide: project management, project controls,
reporting, procurement, and construction management services; and is additionally
responsible for the management and oversight to complete all licensing and permitting,
real estate, environmental, cultural, archeological, right of way access and acquisition,
public outreach, geotechnical, engineering (i.e., inside and outside plant designs),
construction, construction management, testing, and commissioning aspects of the
Susquehanna-Roseland 230-kV / 500-kV Transmission Line Project, a 500-kV
transmission project consisting of 46 miles of new 500kV transmission lines and
rebuilding the existing 230-kV transmission line on an existing Right-of-Way that
includes new switching stations in Jefferson and East Hanover, NJ.
The Susquehanna-Roseland Project’s construction schedule began in August of 2010
and its in-service date is scheduled for June of 2015.
The Burns & McDonnell program management team has established a project office in
New Jersey.
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Branchburg Capacitor Bank Project
New Jersey

Completion Date
June, 2012
Cost
$90 million
Services Provided
• Program Management

Project Summary
Burns & McDonnell was selected to provide Program Management services for the
Branchburg Capacitor Bank Project which includes the addition of 500-kV capacitor
banks and reconfiguration of the 500-kV switchyard from an open air design to a GIS
design.
Burns & McDonnell provided a core management team and professional staff (up to 12
part time people at peak) to directly provide: project management, project controls,
reporting, procurement, and construction management services; and is additionally
responsible for the management and oversight to complete all licensing and permitting,
engineering (i.e., inside and outside plant designs), construction, construction
management, testing, and commissioning aspects of the Branchburg 500-kV capacitor
banks and the 500-kV GIS.
The Branchburg Project’s construction schedule began in February 2011 and its inservice date was June of 2012.
The Burns & McDonnell program management team has established a project office in
New Jersey
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Multiple Substation Upgrade Projects
Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey

Completion Date
On-going

Project Summary
Burns & McDonnell has worked with a utility client on multiple substation design
projects over the years located in Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Some of
these projects are described below:
Salt Springs-Separate 138/69-kV No. 2 and No. 3 Transformers
Completed March 2008
• Existing 138/69-kV No 2 and No 3 transformers were paralleled.
Separated the transformers and installed new 138-kV and 69-kV breakers
for the No 3 transformer
• Added/Revised all relaying associated with the No. 2 and No. 3
transformers
Hunterstown-230-kV- 230-kVCapacitor Bank-230-kV Reactor and 500-kV
Breaker Addition
Completed February 2008
• Expanded 230-kV station from a single 230-kV breaker to a 4 position
ring bus
• Added two 230-kV capacitor banks with synchronous close breakers to the
new ring bus
• Added 230-kV reactors for the existing 500/230 transformer
• Added one 500-kV breaker to the existing 500-kV station
• Added/Revised all relaying associated with the 230-kV ring bus, 230-kV
capacitor banks and new 500-kV breaker
Conemaugh-500-kV Keystone Line Relay Replacement
Completed February 2008
• Replaced the existing primary static line relaying and back up
electromechanical line relaying with new Schweitzer relays on the 500-kV
Keystone line
• Replaced the existing carrier and transfer trip relaying on the 500-kV
Keystone line with new RFL equipment
Keystone-500-kV Conemaugh Line Relay Replacement
Completed February 2008
• Replaced the existing primary static line relaying and backup
electromechanical line relaying with new Schweitzer relays on the 500-kV
Conemaugh line.
• Replaced the existing carrier and transfer trip relaying on the 500-kV
Conemaugh line with new RFL equipment.
Juniper-Installation of two 345-kV Capacitor Banks
Completed February 2008
• Added two 345-kV capacitor banks with synchronous close breakers.
• Added/Revised all relaying associated with the new capacitor banks and
breakers.
Harding-Installation of two 345-kV Capacitor Banks
Completed January 2008
• Added two 345-kV capacitor banks with synchronous close breakers.
• Added/Revised all relaying associated with the new capacitor banks and
breakers.
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Multiple Substation Upgrade Projects
(continued)

Salt Springs-Replace 138/69-kV No 2 Transformer and Replace 69-kV
breakers B53, B54 and B55
Completed January 2008
• Replaced the existing 138/69-kV No 2 transformer.
• Replaced three 69-kV breakers.
Public Service of New Hampshire – 345-kV- 115-kV Fitzwilliam Substation
In-Service November 2008
• Burns & McDonnell performed engineering services for this green field
substation located in Fitzwilliam, NH.
• Substation electrical design, civil and architectural design of the control
building, and the protection and controls design.
• Burns & McDonnell also procured all protection and control equipment.
Lyons Substation – 230/69-kV Transformer Replacement and 69kV Bus
Differential Relay Replacement
Completed June, 2007
• Replaced 230/69-kV Transformer No. 3 and associated relaying; and
replaced existing 69-kV Bus Differential Relaying.
Glory Substation – 115-kV Timblin Line Relay Replacement
Completed April, 2007
FirstEnergy Corp.
• Replaced the existing primary and backup electromechanical line relaying
on the 115-kV Timblin Line with new Schweitzer relays.
• Replaced the existing 115-kV Timblin line carrier equipment with new
RFL equipment.
Piney Substation – 115-kV Timblin Line Relay Replacement
Completed April, 2007
• Replaced the existing primary and backup electromechanical line relaying
on the 115-kV Timblin Line with new Schweitzer relays.
• Replaced the existing 115-kV Timblin line carrier equipment with new
RFL equipment.
Timblin Substation – 115-kV Glory Line and 115-kV Piney Line Relay
Replacement
Completed April, 2007
• Replaced the existing primary and backup electromechanical line relaying
on the 115-kV Glory and Piney Lines with new Schweitzer relays.
• Replaced the existing 115-kV Glory and Piney line carrier equipment with
new RFL equipment.
Saxton-115kV Capacitor Bank Addition
Completed November 2007
• Added one 115-kV Capacitor Bank and 115-kV breaker and associated
relaying.
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Multiple Substation Upgrade Projects
(continued)

Wayne Substation – 345-kV Ring Bus addition and 345/115kV Transformer
Replacement
Completed June, 2006
• Expanded 345-kV station from a single 345-kV breaker to a 3-position
ring bus and replaced the 345/115-kV transformer and associated relaying.
Lyons Substation – 230/69-kV Transformer Addition and 69kV Bus
Differential Relay Replacement
Completed June, 2006
• Added a second 230/69-kV Transformer and replaced existing 69-kV Bus
Differential Relaying.
Ironville Substation – 69-kV Bus Differential Relay Replacement and 69kV
Breaker Failure Relaying Addition
Completed December, 2006
• Replaced the existing 69-kV electromechanical bus differential relaying
with a new Schweitzer relay.
• Added breaker failure relaying for all 69-kV breakers.
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New Jersey Broadband Distribution
Automation Network
New Jersey
Completion Date
2010
Cost
$1,000,000
Services Provided
• RF Propagation Analysis
• Wireless Broadband Network
Design
• Communications Standard and
Strategy Development
• Telecommunications Backbone
Planning and Design
• Licensed Spectrum Acquisition
• Site and RF Surveys
• Installation Inspection

Project Summary
An Atlantic City operating company was having a challenge with maintaining
voltage stability on long barrier islands along the Atlantic coast of New Jersey where
the feeder load varies greatly between seasons. This project developed a wide area
wireless broadband network to automate capacitor control and, eventually, other
Distribution Automation (DA) functions on these feeders.
Project Background and Description
Burns & McDonnell designed a wide area, 900MHz, unlicensed broadband
communications network consisting of 6 base station sites covering 120 miles of
coastline using existing utility tower assets. The design included RF propagation
analysis, tower structural analysis, detailed installation drawings, backhaul design
over existing digital microwave, SONET, and dark fiber to build an Ethernet core. In
addition to systems engineering, Burns & McDonnell assisted in the development of
company-wide standards for the installation of communications equipment,
documentation in GIS, and for the creation of work orders in the work force
management system.
The project was extended to evaluate other technologies due to limitations of 900
MHz spectrum, specifically the ability to penetrate trees and the ability to
communicate with distribution automation equipment at distances over two miles.
Some other technologies considered and tested were:
• Store and forward 900 MHz AMI mesh
• Unlicensed 3.65 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and 5.X GHz
• Licensed 1.4 GHz, 2.5 GHz and 220 MHz narrowband radios
• Cellular data services
900 MHz broadband radios were used as the penetrating hop, to reach as far out in
the network as possible, to bridge points where the signal is passed into the mesh
network. This design minimizes latency for DA applications and improves
bandwidth for AMI applications. This will be converted to licensed spectrum
operation, when it can be obtained, due to the lower noise floor and higher transmit
power allowed for licensed system operation. The mesh network is used to reach
each DA site and because of the repeated nature of the signal it can be extended to
all DA locations. The hop count for a network path is limited to 11 hops to ensure
acceptable latency for DA applications. Lastly, for sites where it is not practical to
extend the broadband or mesh network, a common carrier cellular solution was
developed and is being deployed to support DA and AMI applications.
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Appendix B – Quanta Services Letter

Page 68 of 70
Transource Artificial Island Proposal I: Salem to Cedar Creek 230 kV Project

June 13, 2013
Mr. Michael Higgins, Director Major Transmission Projects
American Electric Power
1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus, OH 43215
Subject: Artificial Island Project
Dear Mike,
Thank you for your recent correspondence and discussion on the Artificial Island Project,
based on a review of the information provided Quanta Services is submitting this letter of
interest to be considered for the construction, operations and maintenance support. We have a
long history working with AEP on similar projects and look forward to supporting your efforts
on this mission critical project.
Quanta Services is uniquely positioned to provide support for all aspects of the Artificial Island
Project, as the leading provider of specialized contracting services, delivering infrastructure
solutions to the electric power industries. The company provides a comprehensive range of
services, including the design, installation, maintenance and repair of virtually every type of
infrastructure. With approximately 17,800 employees, major offices in 40 states, and field
operations across the United States and Canada, Quanta has the manpower, resources and
expertise to complete projects that are local, regional, national or even international in scope.
We look forward to supporting your group’s efforts on this project; please do not hesitate to
contact me if we can be of assistance. Thanks you again for considering Quanta Services to
provide support for this project.
Best Regards,

Jim Tighe, Director Business Development, East

2800 Post Oak Blvd. Ste. 2600 Houston, Texas 77056-6175
Phone: 713.629.7600 Fax: 713.629.7676 www.quantaservices.com NYSE-PWR
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Appendix C – MYR Letter

Transource Artificial Island Proposal I: Salem to Cedar Creek 230 kV Project

June 13, 2013
Mr. Antonio Smyth
President, Transource Energy
American Electric Power
1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus, OH 43215-2373
RE: O&M Services for Artificial Island Project
Dear Mr. Smyth,
MYR Group Inc. (MYR Group) and our subsidiary company, Harlan Electric, welcomes the opportunity
to provide operations and maintenance services for transmission lines, substations and any other
electrical infrastructure work for the Artificial Island project for PJM.
MYR Group is a holding company of specialty construction service providers. Through subsidiaries
dating back to 1891, MYR Group provides a complete range of electrical construction services for electric
utilities, telecommunication providers, industrial facilities, and government agencies across the United
States.
The proposed service requirements associated with the Artificial Island project requires a contractor that
can provide a pool of highly skilled labor, a large and diverse fleet of equipment, and qualified project
management and safety staff to oversee the work. We believe that our subsidiary, Harlan Electric
Company (Harlan Electric) located in Carlisle, Pennsylvania is well suited to provide services for this
project. Clients that we have served or are currently serving in this region include PPL, PSEG, PHI
(Atlantic City Electric), Iberdrola (New York and Maine), National Grid and Northeast Utilities.
Harlan Electric has ample experience in the proposed operations and maintenance services associated
with the Artificial Island Project. Our crews have experience in providing operations and maintenance
services for transmission line and substations as per the attached list of activities.
MYR Group has a long and well-standing working relationship with AEP. Our construction crews have
completed numerous projects for AEP throughout all of their service territory and we believe that we
would make a strong team member to the Artificial Island proposal.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me on my direct line at (303) 853-7616, or cell phone
at (303) 898-1497 Thank you again for this opportunity.
Sincerely,

Elaine K. Hughes
Vice President, Business Development
MYR Group Inc.

A Holding Company

| MYR Group Inc.

1701 Golf Rd., Suite 3-1012

Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

847.290.1891

myrgroup.com
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TRANSOURCE ENERGY, LLC
1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus, OH 43215
P 614-716-2884
E info@TranSourceEnergy.com
www.transourceenergy.com

Confidential
The information in this document is proprietary. This information is submitted for the sole use
and evaluation by the Customer. Disclosure, reproduction or use of this information for any purpose
without the written consent of Transource Energy is strictly prohibited.
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Transmission’s strategy explores opportunities amidst change

F

or decades, AEP Transmission been a leader in the
development of a robust , state-of-the-art transmission
system to ensure that the more than five million
customers in our service territory — from the Great Lakes to Gulf
of Mexico and Appalachian Mountains to the Rio Grande — receive
safe and reliable electricity whenever it is needed. Recent historic
changes in the transmission industry, however, present opportunities
for AEP Transmission to become a key earnings driver for AEP and
be a leader in developing a modern national transmission system for
the 21st century.

Policy directives pushing tighter reliability requirements and the
need to improve the reliability of an aging infrastructure are driving
increased transmission investment for AEP. We also now venture
beyond the AEP footprint, partnering with other utilities in projects
that promise delivery of power from new and renewable sources.
And, we are reinventing ourselves to succeed in an emerging
competitive environment. All of these endeavors serve to provide
significant value to customers and shareholders.
While our business strategy pursues these opportunities, we
remain committed to helping AEP operating companies achieve
their reliability and financial goals and spur economic development
in their communities. As the business environment evolves and
redefines relationships, be assured that the collaboration among
AEP subsidiaries that has been fundamental to AEP’s success
remains solid and foretells a bright future.

A culture based on
being informed, engaged,

Projects discussed in the later sections of this report were selected
to highlight the transmission strategy over the next 5-10 years in
each regional transmission organization. Equally important, they
display our dedication to sustain and brighten the future of AEP’s
five million customers.

solution-oriented,
collaborative and mutually
caring drives Transmission.

Lisa Barton
Executive Vice President, AEP Transmission
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AEP Transmission strategy foresees reliability, growth opportunities

AEP Transmission is a business unit within AEP Service Corporation
comprised of over 1,800 people providing low-cost transmission
service to our customers. We provide services to AEP’s seven
utility companies operating in eleven states, seven wholly-owned
transmission companies, our joint ventures, interconnecting
generators, and other wholesale customers taking transmission
service (including municipal electric companies and cooperatives).
As a business unit, we plan, engineer, construct, operate and
maintain the largest system in the country.

Commission (FERC) Order 1000, and is driving a competitive
business environment. AEP Transmission’s strategy embraces
opportunities arising from these forces.

FERC Order 1000 changes industry
The nation’s electric transmission industry has reached a
crossroads, leading to paths both promising and challenging, due
partly to enactment of (FERC) Order 1000 in 2011. Order 1000
fundamentally changes how transmission facilities and services
will be developed, owned and operated in the U.S. For AEP
Transmission, it is no longer business as usual.

AEP is leading a rapidly evolving industry through our policy and
advocacy efforts, research and development contributions, and
investment in the expansion of a safe reliable transmission grid. Our
participation in the industry extends from the U.S. Department of
Energy and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), to state
commissions and regional transmission organizations (RTOs), and
to numerous industry forums and trade associations. This level of
involvement ensures that we are following and influencing initiatives
that may affect our business plan and allows us to adapt our
strategies as necessary.

FERC Order 1000 calls for:
• Considering public policy requirements (renewable portfolio
standards, environmental protection regulations, etc.) in regional
planning.
• Establishing regional and inter-regional cost allocation methods;
and improving planning.
• Eliminating the “right of first refusal” (ROFR) so incumbent
transmission owners will no longer have exclusive rights to build
new transmission facilities in their territories.

Over the last decade, AEP Transmission has lagged in transmission
investment. While on average, transmission operating and
maintenance (O&M) expenses at investor-owned utilities increased
96% over the last decade, AEP’s transmission O&M expenses have
increased just 33%.

Uncertainty lingers in the wake of Order 1000, as regional
transmission organizations (RTOs) and utilities deal with cost
allocations for transmission projects that cross service and regional
territories.

AEP Transmission has created an attainable growth strategy and
developed a transparent portfolio of businesses and investments
that create shareholder value. Spending in transmission comes
with efficient recovery mechanisms and investing in transmission
provides stable, attractive returns.

AEP Transmission anticipates accelerated growth opportunities
once Order 1000 policy uncertainties are clarified, and with that
in mind is preparing itself to become an adaptable, innovative
and nimble company that will better grasp the realities and
opportunities arising from Order 1000.

Anticipating a changing world
AEP’s strategy recognizes the transmission business is being
shaped by two forces bound to cause dramatic changes in the
industry. One force is driving investment requirements to restore
an aging transmission system (half of which was built before
the 1960s). The other stems from Federal Energy Regulatory

Challenges arising from FERC
Order 1000 can be opportunities
for growth
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TRANSMISSION
39,000 MILES

DISTRIBUTION
CIRCUIT MILES
213,600

CUSTOMERS
5,191,000

Role of regional transmission
organizations (RTOs)

electric grid, regarding actions it will undertake to maintain
transmission service as the units close.

AEP’s service territory sprawls over three of the nation’s seven
RTOs: PJM Interconnection, Southwest Power Pool (SPP) and
Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT); and two of our joint
ventures involve the Midwest Independent Transmission System
Operator (MISO).

Studies completed for the PJM region demonstrated the reliability
issues caused by the planned retirement of 14,000 megawatts of
coal-generated power over the next three years (AEP units account for
4,600 megawatts). The results have set in motion a reconfiguration of,
and enhancement to, AEP and neighboring utility transmission
facilities requiring significant new transmission investment.

FERC created RTOs to transform and manage the country’s
transmission system as an integrated, well-planned and modern
grid that will deliver electricity reliably for generations. RTOs identify
and prioritize transmission facilities needed in their regions to
support increased demand and generation interconnection, improve
market efficiency, and enhance regional and inter-regional transfer
capabilities. They manage transactions of electric power among
utilities in each region and across the electric grid; plus assure open
access to transmission services, high reliability of electric service
and fair cost allocation of transmission services. RTOs are the
forums for determining capacity, cost allocation and other issues.

Rebuilding infrastructure is a
core responsibility
Like the rest of the transmission industry, AEP confronts the
challenge of renewing its aging system, much of it built before
1960 with some facilities dating back nearly 100 years. This
effort calls for AEP Transmission to invest in asset renewal —
upgrading, enhancing, or replacing aging structures, transmission
cables and equipment — focusing on those that are in declining
condition and performing poorly, but critical to maintaining and
improving system reliability.

AEP works closely with RTOs on transmission planning and policy
initiatives. Most major projects needed for reliability resulted from
extensive analyses and coordination between AEP and the RTOs,
which ultimately endorse AEP’s transmission projects.

This investment bolsters system reliability for customers throughout
AEP’s service territory.

EPA rules change the generation
landscape
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations on plant
emissions, many of which are effective in 2015, are driving an
unprecedented number of retirements of coal-fired generating
units, which will have a significant impact on the reliability of
the transmission grid. These retirements complicate planning, as
engineers must redesign the transmission system to reliably deliver
power across utility borders, state lines and RTO jurisdictions.
The 23 coal unit retirements AEP announced in March 2012 to
comply with EPA regulations required AEP Transmission to quickly
submit plans to PJM Interconnection (PJM) and Southwest Power
Pool (SPP), two of seven RTOs managing much of the nation’s
4
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Transcos provide financing
“relief valve” for OpCos

Commitment to compliance

Adapting to circumstances –
Holdco portfolio

AEP Transmission’s commitment to compliance with North American
Electricity Reliability Corporation (NERC) standards for reliability
assures customers and shareholders of a safe, reliable, and highly
efficient transmission system.

AEP Transmission’s growth strategy includes building and cultivating
a portfolio of businesses under the AEP Transmission Holding
Company or Holdco, a subsidiary of AEP. Holdco is the parent of
companies and investment vehicles that allow AEP to tackle its
core challenges for customers and shareholders. Recognizing the
potential of Holdco, AEP has been able to increase its annual project
budget since 2010 with plans to continue that trend.

Reliability and efficiency are cornerstones supporting AEP’s
reputation as a leading industry provider of electricity. Meeting the
mandated NERC compliance obligations requires significant time
and energy from AEP employees. Part of the AEP Transmission
strategy is to stay ahead of the curve in implementing innovations
for best-practices and timely compliance.

The Holdco portfolio is made up of:
• Transcos
• Joint ventures
• Transource Energy

Expanding use of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA),
the vital communication link that enables system operators to
monitor the status of the grid and maintain system integrity, will
improve compliance with reliability standards and enhance the
safety and security of the grid.

The Transcos – Restoring
infrastructure
AEP Transmission Company LLC, (AEP Transco) is a holding
company for seven transmission-only electric utilities:
• AEP Appalachian Transmission Company
• AEP Indiana Michigan Transmission Company
• AEP Kentucky Transmission Company
• AEP Ohio Transmission Company
• AEP Oklahoma Transmission
• AEP Southwestern Transmission Company
• AEP West Virginia Transmission Company
The state transcos develop, own and operate new transmission
assets that are physically connected to AEP’s existing system. The
state transcos are independent of but overlay the service territories
of AEP’s existing operating companies. Business activity among the
state transcos and the AEP Operating Companies is governed by
service agreements.
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Joint ventures enhance
investment portfolio

Joint ventures and Electric
Transmission Texas (ETT)

through the respective regional planning process, though it may join
participant-funded (merchant) projects as opportunities arise.

AEP’s joint ventures with other utilities focus on long-term projects
outside the traditional service territory—Indiana, Missouri, Kansas
and Illinois. Several of them position AEP to play a major role in
delivering renewable wind-generated electricity to markets in
the Great Plains and Midwest. Joint ventures also enrich AEP’s
investment portfolio and respond to a national trend for utilities to
diversify generation and reduce emissions with renewable sources.

Transource starts with two projects: a 345-kV line in Missouri, and a
175-mile, 345-kV line connecting Missouri and Nebraska.

Transforming culture
While transforming the existing fragmented infrastructure into a highly
integrated and reliable high-tech grid, AEP will transform itself into an
innovative, solutions-oriented, high-performing and agile organization
providing unmatched value to our key stakeholders.

Electric Transmission Texas, a joint venture of subsidiaries of AEP
and MidAmerican Energy Holdings Company, focuses on projects
in ERCOT, notably the Texas Competitive Renewable Zone (CREZ)
program. AEP’s investment in the Texas CREZ project is the largest
transmission project in the company’s history.

• Customers - will recognize AEP Transmission as the organization
that delivers the most reliable and innovative transmission
solutions at a competitive price.
• AEP Operating Companies - will view AEP Transmission as a key
partner in achieving their organizational and financial goals, and 		
in spurring economic development within their regions.
• Regulatory authorities - will view AEP Transmission as a preferred
provider and a partner who helps lead the industry into the next 		
generation of transmission.
• Development partners - will seek out AEP Transmission for its
business acumen and for its reputation for excellence in project 		
design, delivery and system performance.
• Transmission employees - will seek out the organization as a
preferred employer. They will describe a culture of innovation
and opportunity where they are empowered to use their skills
in solving challenging problems for their customers.
• AEP shareholders - will understand AEP Transmission as a key
contributor to the company’s long-term success and sustainability.

AEP is also pursuing joint venture projects with Duke Energy, Westar
Energy and Exelon.

Transource Energy pursues projects
beyond AEP footprint

In order to deliver its vision to its stakeholders, AEP Transmission
must become a company in which its culture in every part of the
organization can be described as:
• Engaged
• Informed
• Solution-oriented
• Collaborative
• Mutually Caring

Transource Energy is an AEP joint venture with Great Plains Energy
of Kansas City, MO designed to take advantage of competitive
projects emerging as RTOs establish new rules for governing
transmission development and fully abandon the federal “right of
first refusal” policy as required in Order 1000.
While other AEP joint ventures are single-purpose projects,
Transource can explore multiple opportunities with multiple partners.
Desired Transource projects are RTO-identified projects developed
6
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Project Execution, Challenges & Innovations

AEP Transmission is experiencing a rise in requests for new
customer delivery points, generator interconnections and delivery of
renewable energy sources from emerging wind and solar projects.
Accelerated drilling for natural gas and oil from deep shale deposits
foreshadows rising demand for transmission services. Efforts are
underway to better calculate the potential demand for power from
AEP Transmission and Distribution systems, so that the service
deadlines expected by customers are met.
In some regions, transmission projects are already open to
competition and this competitive focus will spread in the wake
of Order 1000. With this focus comes elevated benchmarks for
project performance, execution and timely customer service.
High-quality service and products must be given to cost- and
time-sensitive customers and to those who weigh the advantages
of long-term reliability. These unfolding opportunities are spurring
AEP Transmission to devise innovative ways to improve project
management and construction performance.

Transmission planning evolves
The reliability planning, customer service and generation
interconnection functions traditionally performed by AEP
Transmission are consistently evolving. In addition to keeping
the lights on, some recent transmission planning challenges
include meeting accelerated shale gas customer demand, or
interconnecting wind farm generation in new areas of the AEP
system. Transmission planning must be flexible and adaptable in
an ever-changing environment.
for AEP. The projects arising from this function are likely to drive a
portion of our growth, especially in the competitive transmission
arena. During the MISO planning process in 2011, for example,
AEP and Duke Energy stressed the economic benefits of their joint
venture, Pioneer Transmission, to earn the RTO’s approval for a
portion of the project.

With the advent of energy markets, in addition to reliability benefits,
the economic benefits of transmission projects have become
key drivers for new RTO supported projects. In response, AEP
Transmission has established an economic planning function that
utilizes new software tools to analyze future market conditions
under various scenarios and uncover new project opportunities
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Technology strategy

In addition, the technology we utilize must abide by the following
basic guiding principles.

AEP Transmission’s technology strategy must align with and
support the Transmission business strategy and provide direct
and measurable benefit to our organization. Technology also
will support business growth and operational excellence. Our
technology development and investment will focus on supporting
the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•

• Accelerate execution of infrastructure projects
• Develop competitive plans and designs
• Operational performance excellence

Our technology road map currently under development will establish
technology objectives, integrate technology initiatives into the
regular business planning cycle and effectively communicate
technology plans and accomplishments throughout the organization.

Anticipated customer requests for accelerated service led to development of the “drop-in control
module,” a control station built as a modular concept, and other time-saving innovations.

The skid-mounted station consists of sections of a pre-built station on portable skids for transport by
trucks and assembly at sites. A parallel creation, aptly named “station in a box,” features all materials
for station construction stored in a locked portable steel container and ready for delivery.

AEP Transmission developed a safer way to upgrade a 765-kV station near the Cook Nuclear
Power Plant while fully energized. The innovation minimizes the costs and delays associated with
construction-related outages.

AEP Transmission is an industry leader in implementing three-dimensional engineering design,
saving project stakeholders time and money. Using 3-D design software and other modern tools, AEP
Transmission achieves greater efficiency in the execution of project budgets.

Solve problems, not create them (do no harm)
Expand our portfolio of ideas and options
Accelerate project development and capital deployment
Facilitate excellence in operations and maintenance activities
Be a source of learning, education and professional development

Project portfolio
new extra-high voltage transmission lines to small installations,
such as rebuilding aging and obsolete facilities, that target the local
needs of Operating Companies. Together, this comprehensive project
portfolio demonstrates the AEP Transmission strategy in action.

AEP Transmission’s project portfolio contains a growing list of
diverse projects aimed at meeting a multitude of needs facing
the transmission grid. The following projects are a representative
sample of the larger portfolio scheduled for completion over the next
several years. These projects range from large projects involving
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PJM Interconnection

AEP Appalachian Power Company,
Kentucky Power, Kingsport Power

Project

Purpose

In-Service Date

1 Cloverdale System Improvement Project
Install new 765/500-kV transformer at Cloverdale.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

2 Wythe Area Improvement Project
Install second 765/138-kV transformer at Jackson’s Ferry Station; build 138-kV
double circuit from Jackson’s Ferry to Wythe station.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2015

3 South Christiansburg Area Improvements
Build new 138-kV line from Falling Branch Station to Merrimac Station. Install
new 138/69-kV transformer at Merrimac.

Reliability enhancement NERC/ Local

2016

4 Roanoke Area Improvements
Install a 345/138-kV transformer at Matt Funk Station and 138-kV line exits
to intersect Hancock-Tech Drive 138-kV circuit. A new 138-kV line will be
constructed from Huntington Court to Roanoke stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2013

5 Coalwood 88-kV Retirements

Reliability enhancement NERC
Operational performance

2017

Reliability enhancement NERC

2015

7 Kanawha River Station
Add a 345/138-kV transformer at Kanawha River Station.

Reliability enhancement Local

2015

8 Wyoming Station
Add a 765-kV circuit breaker between the 765/138-kV transformers.

Operational performance

2014

9 Baker Station
Construct second 765/345-kV transformer at Baker Station.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2015

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

Convert the 88-kV system to 138-kV; retire stations; add 138-kV source into
Richlands Station; install new capacitor bank at Faraday Station.

6 Cherry Creek-Pemberton System
Install a second 138-kV source into Cherry Creek Station and install breakers.

10 Hazard KY Improvement Project
Build new 138-kV line Beaver Creek Station to Hazard area; build new 20-mile
line from Soft Shell Station to Bonnyman Station 138-kV source into Hazard.
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AEP TRANSMISSION / TRANSMISSION OUTLOOK

PJM Interconnection

AEP Indiana Michigan Power

Project

Purpose

In-Service Date

1 Cook 765/345-kV Transformer Replacement
Replace existing 765/345-kV transformer at Cook Station; rehab existing
765-kV circuit breakers; move Cook Unit 1 to a dedicated 345-kV string.

Operational performance;
System renewal

2013

2 Michiana Area Improvements
Establish a 138/69-kV station; build a new 138/12-kV station to retire 34.5-kV
Galien Station and 34.5-kV line between New Carlisle and Buchanan Hydro
34.5-kV stations.

Reliability enhancement Local;
Operational performance

2015

3 Sister Lake Tap Upgrades
Construct a new 34.5-kV line (designed for 69-kV) between Hartford and
Sister Lake tap stations; rebuild existing 34.5-kV Sister Lake tap for connection
to Colby Station.

Reliability enhancement Local;
Operational performance

2015

4 Mishawaka Area Improvements
Build new circuit on existing double circuit tower-line between Twin Branch
and East Elkhart 138-kV stations; reconfigure existing distribution stations and
add a new 138/34.5-kV station.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

5 Corey Station 138-kV Integration

Reliability enhancement Local

2016-20

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

7 Northern Fort Wayne Area Improvements
Rebuild Rob Park 138-kV Station and Rob Park-Auburn 138 kV line.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2015

8 Southern Fort Wayne Improvements
Convert Decatur – Lincoln 34.5-kV line and associated station to 69-kV.

Operational performance

2015

9 City of Fort Wayne Improvements
Convert Rob Park-Spy Run 34.5-kV line to 138-kV.

Operational performance

2015

Operational performance

2017

Add new 138-kV source into the Three Rivers Area by utilizing the vacant circuit
on the planned rebuild of the Corey-Pokagon 69-kV line.

6 Sorenson Station
Add new source by establishing Sorenson Station as 765/345/138-kV station
by looping the nearby 765-kV line in and out; improve the 345-kV switching
configuration; rebuild Sorenson – Rob Park 138-kV line as double circuit 345-kV
line with one side operating at 138-kV.

10 Alexandria Area Improvements
Complete conversion of 34.5-kV line between Jones Creek and Mullin 138-kV
stations; consolidate 34.5-kV lines between Mullin and Deer Creek stations into
69-kV circuit.
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AEP TRANSMISSION / TRANSMISSION OUTLOOK

PJM Interconnection

AEP Ohio

Project

Purpose

In-Service Date

1 Vassell Station
New 765/345-kV station in Columbus District; additional 138-kV line into
Delaware County.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

2 Amlin Station
New 138-kV station radially from Hyatt Station; construct 9.8 miles of 345-kV
line on vacant position of the Hayden-Hyatt 345-kV line.

Reliability enhancement Local

2014

3 Cole Station
Build new 345/138/69-kV station in southwest Franklin County for looping
Hyatt - Amlin 138-kV line.

Reliability enhancement Local

2017

4 Berrywood-Lincoln Line
Construct 15 miles of 69-kV line from Lincoln Station to new Berrywood Station;
install 138/69-kV transformer at new station.

Reliability enhancement Local

2016

5 Melmore Station

Reliability enhancement NERC

2015

Reliability enhancement NERC

2015

7 Biers Run Station
Construct new 345/138/69-kV station at Biers Run with two 138-kV outlets and
two 69-kV outlets to Circleville and Delano; build 138/12-kV Hopetown Station;
retire Camp Sherman Station.

Reliability enhancement NERC / Local

2016

8 Highland-Seaman Improvements
Construct new Hillsboro-Highland 138-kV circuit; 138-kV improvements at
Hillsboro, Highland, Seaman, and Adams stations; convert Highland-Seaman
69-kV circuit to 138-kV; and various area upgrades.

Reliability enhancement NERC / Local

2015

9 Canton Area Improvements
Install second 345/138-kV transformer at Canton Central station; build
138-kV circuits between South Canton and West Canton stations and between
Wagenhals and West Canton stations; other area substation improvements.

Reliability enhancement NERC / Local

2014

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

Build new nine-breaker, 138-kV station at Melmore Station; add 138-kV circuit
breakers to Tiffin and Fremont Center stations; add new double-circuit 138-kV
line between Fremont Center and Melmore stations.

6 Findlay Station
Build new nine-breaker, 138-kV station in Findlay; station upgrades at Northeast
Findlay Station.

10 Kammer Station
Improvements to prepare the area for retirement of 138-kV generating units
include new 345/138-kV transformers; new 345-kV breakers and second
138-kV outlet.
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Southwest Power Pool

AEP Public Service Company of Oklahoma

Project

Purpose

In-Service Date

Economic

2015

2 Weleetka-McAlester Line
Tap 345-kV Pittsburg-Muskogee line; install 345/138-kV autotransformer;
convert 17 miles of 69-kV Weleetka to McAlester line to 138-kV.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2013

3 Oneta-Broken Arrow Improvement
Reconductor 4.3 miles of 138-kV line between Oneta Station and Broken Arrow
North Tap.

Operational performance

2015

4 Lone Star-Locust Grove Improvement
Reconductor two miles of 115-kV between Lone Star and Locust Grove stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

5 Elk City Line – Gracemont Line

Reliability enhancement NERC

2018

1 Valliant Station
Install 76 miles of 345-kV line from Valliant to NW Texarkana stations.

Install 345/230-kV station on Elk City to Sweetwater line. Partner with
Oklahoma Gas & Electric on 92-mile, 345-kV line from new station to
OG&E’s Gracemont Station.
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Southwest Power Pool

AEP Southwest Electric Power Company

Project

Purpose

In-Service Date

1 John W. Turk Power Plant
Construct 15 transmission line facilities, 12 stations, 110 miles of transmission
line to support Turk Power Plant.

Operational performance

2012

2 Shipe Road – Kings Project
Build 41 miles of 345-kV line between Shipe Road and Osage Creek stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

3 Diana-Perdue Rebuild
Rebuild 21.8 miles of 138-kV line between the Diana and Perdue stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC / Local

2014

4 Southwest Shreveport Rebuild
Rebuild 7.1 miles of 138-kV line from Southwest Shreveport Station
to Springridge Station.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2013

5 Whitney-Eastex Rebuild

Reliability enhancement NERC

2013

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

7 Northwest Henderson Upgrade
Rebuild 3.25 miles of 69-kV line between Northwest Henderson and Poynter
stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

8 Flint Creek – Shipe Road Project
Install 22 miles of 345-kV line from Flint Creek Station to Shipe Road Station;
build nine-mile 161-kV line from Shipe Road Station to East Centerton Station.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

Rebuild 2.5 miles of 138-kV line between Whitney and Eastex stations.

6 Upgrade Georgia Pacific Line
Rebuild 12.3 miles of 138-kV line between Georgia Pacific and Keatchie stations.
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas
Project

AEP Texas Central

Purpose

In-Service Date

1 Rio Grande Valley Reconductor Project
Reconductor 345-kV lines running from Lon Hill Station to North Edinburg
Station and Lon Hill to Rio Hondo Station; reconfigure Rio Hondo and North
Edinburg 345-kV series capacitors.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

2 Lobo Project
Build a 345-kV line between Lobo and North Edinburg stations, 160 miles.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

3 North Edinburg – South McAllen Project
Construct a 345-kV line on double-circuit capable structures between North
Edinburg and South McAllen stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

4 Loma Alta Upgrades & Lines
Construct 345-kV bus with 345/138-kV autotransformer at Loma Alta Station;
build 345-kV line between South McAllen and Loma Alta stations and 138-kV line
from La Palma Station to Palo Alto Station.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

5 Hamilton Road to Escondido Rebuild

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

Reliability enhancement NERC

2017

7 Sinton to Beeville Line
Upgrade Sinton to Beeville line from 69-kV to 138-kV.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

8 Laguna Project
Add a 138/69-kV autotransformer at Laguna Station; build 138-kV line from
Laguna to Barney Davis stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

9 Laredo Lobo to Rio Bravo 345-kV Line
Construct Laredo Lobo-Rio Bravo 345-kV line operated at 138-kV.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2016

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

Rebuild 138-kV line between Hamilton Road and Escondido stations for doublecircuit capability.

6 Melon Creek Project
Construct Melon Creek substation on Airco to Rincon 138-kV line with
138/69-kV autotransformer; build new 69-kV line from Melon Creek to Tatton
Station; rebuild 69-kV line from Refugio Station to Tatton Station.

10 Lon Hill Station Upgrade
Upgrade both 138/69-kV autotransformers at Lon Hill Station.
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas
Project

AEP Texas North

Purpose

Cost

In-Service Date

1 East Abilene-Putnam Line
Add a 138-kV circuit from East Abilene to Putnam stations.

Reliability enhancement NERC

2012

2 Red Creek Station Upgrade
Add 345-kV to 138-kV auto transformer at Red Creek Station (or build new
345/138-kV station).

Reliability enhancement NERC

2014

3 Ft. Lancaster Project
Add 138-kV circuit between Ft. Lancaster and Tippet by rebuilding Ft. Lancaster
to West Yates 69-kV line with double circuit structures.

Reliability enhancement NERC / Local

2017

4 Concho Station Upgrade
Add 138/69-kV autotransformer capacity at Concho Station.

Reliability enhancement Local

2014

5 Ft. Lancaster to Cactus Line

Reliability enhancement Local

2014

Reliability enhancement Local

2014

7 Munday Rebuild
Rebuild the 69-kV line between Munday and BEC Munday stations.

Reliability enhancement Local

2016

8 North Brady and Katemcy Upgrades
Install two 7.2 MVAR capacitor banks at North Brady Station; add 7.2 MVAR
at Katemcy Station.

Reliability enhancement Local

2013

9 Barnhart and Yucca Upgrades
Install 3.6 MVAR capacitor bank at Barnhart SWTEC; add 10 MVA Dynamic
Reactive Compensation System with 7.2 MVAR capacitor at Yucca Station.

Reliability enhancement Local

2013

Reliability enhancement Local

2013

Rebuild 69-kV Ft. Lancaster to Cactus line for double circuit capability.

6 West Yates Rebuild
Rebuild West Yates to Air Products 69-kV line for double circuit capability.

10 Silver Station
Re-terminate Silver Tap 1 into Silver Station.
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Joint Venture Projects
Joint Venture
Company

Partners

Project Description

Electric
Transmission
Texas

AEP, MidAmerican
Energy Holdings
Company

Texas Competitive Renewable
Energy Zone (CREZ). Build 465
miles of double-circuit 345-kV line
and 16 substations.

ERCOT
Texas

2013

Pioneer
Transmission

AEP, Duke Energy

Construct a 240-mile, 765-kV line
from Greentown Station to New
Reynolds, Sullivan, Edwardsport,
Rockport stations, plus 765-kV
stations.

PJM/MISO
Indiana

2018

RITELine
Transmission

Electric Transmission
America,* AEP,
Exelon

Build 420 miles of 765-kV line
in Illinois and Indiana, connecting
AEP’s system on Ohio-Indiana
border to Exelon system west
of Chicago.

PJM/MISO
Indiana,
Illinois

2018

Prairie Wind
Transmission

Electric Transmission
America,*
and Westar Energy

Construct a 345-kV double circuit
line connecting new 345-kV station
near Wichita to a new 345-kV
station at Medicine Lodge, KS;
then south to a connection in
Oklahoma. Total miles – 110.

SPP
Kansas

2015

NebraskaSibley Line

Transource Energy, **
Omaha Public Power
District

Build 175-mile, 345-kV line from
Nebraska City, NE to Sibley, MO.
(Transource builds 170 miles.)

SPP
Nebraska

2017

WestonSmithville Line

Transource Energy

Construct 30-mile, 345-kV line
between stations near Weston
and Smithville.

SPP
Missouri

2015

RTO Location

In-Service Date

* Electric Transmission America is a joint venture of subsidiaries of AEP and MidAmerican Energy Holdings Company.
** Transource Energy is a joint venture of AEP and Great Plains Energy.
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Project
Focus
Area

Purpose

Benefits

Circuit breaker replacements

System renewal

• Safer work environment within substations
• Improved switching capability for enhanced
operational performance
• Enhanced reliability due to lower risk of failure

2013-2016

Transmission line rebuilds

System renewal

• Improved public safety
• Enhanced reliability due to lower risk of failure
and better storm performance
• Enhanced capacity on replacement lines

2013-2016

Relay/protection & control
replacements

System renewal

• Enhanced reliability due to lower risk of failure
or mis-operation
• Satisfies NERC compliance requirements

2013-2016

Transformer/reactor
replacements

System renewal

• Safer work environment within substations
• Increased capacity on replacement units
• Enhanced reliability due to lower risk of failure

2013-2016

HVDC refurbished Oklaunion Station

System renewal

• Enhanced reliability due to lower risk of failure
• Maintain critical connection between ERCOT and  
SPP regions

In-Service Date

2014

Before and after: 50-year-old 345-kV breakers were replaced at the South Canton Substation.
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